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ANALYZING MANUFACTURING SYSTEM CHANGES USING DISCRETE
EVENT SIMULATION

1. INTRODUCTION

This report details a simulation study to analyze the effect of various changes to the

cabinet shop area at the production facility for Rodgers Instruments in Hillsboro,

OR. Rodgers Instruments is a manufacturer of organs and pianos. The cabinet

shop is the location where wooden parts are machined from the initial stock.

Discrete-event simulation models were built to study the current cabinet shop and

compare this system with three new systems. Two simulation packages, ProModel

(ProMODEL Corp., Orem, UT.) and QUEST (Delmia Corp., Troy, MI.), were used

and compared to each other in this study. The first step was to model the current

shop. Models were then built to show the effect of various modifications to the

current system. The three manufacturing changes that are discussed in this report

are:

Adding a third CNC router to the cabinet shop - This layout was expected to

reduce the bottleneck currently seen at the two routers.

A subcell manufacturing cell - This layout has three smaller cells with

designated operators that form a larger manufacturing cell for the machining

of specific part families.

A single "U-cell" manufacturing cell - This layout has the same eight

machines as the subcell layout but are arranged into a single cell with one

operator machining the part from start to finish.

The simulation time period was 38 workdays, including a warm-up period needed

to obtain accurate results for the system performance. The part quantity, part

arrival rates, and part routings were based on real data obtained from Rodgers.

Time studies were conducted to determine theoretical distributions that could best

describe the process time of each cabinet shop machine.
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Eleven part families, or groups, were formed from 240 different parts. The part

families were comprised of parts with similar processing requirements. A

machine-part matrix was used to form the part families (Appendix A). This matrix

showed all of the machines required for processing each part and was arranged in

an iterative manner until the formation of the final part families. Not all parts in

each part family had exactly the same processing requirements, but they did share a

number of common machines. For all simulations, selected part family attributes

were analyzed. All simulation scenarios were compared to one another. These

attributes were:

Work-in-Process (WIP)

Lead time

Batch size

System throughput

Value-Added/Non Value-Added Time (VA/Non-VA)



2. L1'IERATURE REVIEW

2.1 DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION

Over the last 20 years the use of discrete event simulation in the manufacturing

sector has continued to increase. Simulation tools are now used in a wide variety

of areas including automotive (Jayaraman and Gunal, 1997), military (Hill et al.,

2001), and electronics (Farahmand, 2000). There are many reasons for this

increase in use including better animation packages within the software and a shift

in manufacturing practices to more automation within the factory. Perhaps the

most important reason for the increase in simulation use is that these programs are

now relatively inexpensive. The use of simulation allows the team to study the

overall performance of a proposed system without having to implement the change

to the current system. This allows for a wide variety of scenarios to be tested

without disruption to the factory floor in a more cost-effective manner (Law, 1986).

Discrete event simulations are used to analyze overall manufacturing environments,

specific issues, and individual measures of performance depending on the proposed

problem. Manufacturing environments that can be studied include adding new

equipment, upgrading existing machines, or building a new factory area. Several

areas where simulation can be used to address problems are the location and size of

inventory buffers, labor allocation, and determining system bottlenecks. Each of

the previous items will lead to changes in certain measures of performance for the

system. Examples of measures of performance are work-in-process (WIP), part

lead times, part throughput, and machine utilization. One of the greatest benefits of

using simulation is that a properly designed simulation will give evidence that the

chosen plan will perform as required. This lessens the risk when implementing

complex and costly factory changes (Law, 1986).

3
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Cochran et al. (1995) conducted a survey to identify how simulations are being

used and who they are used by. There were 138 respondents to the survey. Almost

half of the simulations designed were used for design and research problems.

These included factory layout and product development. The typical amount of

time required to complete a project was one to three months. Respondents reported

that they used general programming languages (i.e., C and FORTRAN), general

simulation languages (i.e., SLAM and SIMAN), and simulators (i.e. ProModel) to

design and run simulation experiments. Most people in the survey indicated that

they use a particular language from one of the first two types, while only 40%

replied they use a simulator for their work. For this project, two simulator

languages (QUEST and ProModel) were used to build the simulations.

In order to understand discrete event simulations some of the terms must be

explained as in Law and Kelton (1991).

The system can be defined as "...a collection of entities, e.g., people or

machines, that act and interact together toward the accomplishment of some

logical end." This is the area of the focus for the simulation project.

A state is a ". . .collection of variables necessary to describe a system at a

particular time, relative to the objectives of the study." In a manufacturing

environment state variables can include the number of machines available

for use, part arrival rates, and machine process times. A change in state is

referred to as an event.

Any type of system can be categorized as either continuous or discrete.

Continuous systems are described as having continuously changing state

variables. A person walking along the street is a continuous system with

one of the state variables (position) changing with time. The focus of this

paper however is discrete systems, characterized by having "...the state
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variables change instantaneously at separated points in time." An example

of a discrete system could be the queue length at a machine. The only time

this variable will change is when a part enters or leaves the queue.

The system under study for the simulation may be modeled as either static

or dynamic. A static model gives a picture of the system at a certain time or

is one in which time is not an important factor. A dynamic model will show

the changes throughout the system as it changes with time.

Simulation models either contain no random effects (determinisitic) or some

random effects (stochastic). These random effects usually are in the form

of statisitcal distributions used to model the probability of an event

happening at a certain time.

Using the tenns defined above, a discrete-event simulation model is a model of a

system with discrete, dynamic, and stochastic characteristics. This is the type of

system under study for this research.

Figure 1 shows the basic steps for the simulation process (Law and Kelton, 1991).

It should be noted that a simulation project is not a simple sequential task, but

instead an iterative process that requires doing many of these steps multiple times,

and not always in the order listed in the flow chart.

The first step in any problem that is proposed, not just simulation studies, is to set

goals and determine what problems need to be solved. Without this step, any

problem solution would not have as much impact as a well-planned one. The

second step requires the simulation team to collect the necessary data that defines

the system under study. A survey conducted by Cochran et al. (1995) found that

this stage is the most time consuming in the simulation process. This data can

include machine process and set-up times, floor layout, labor schedules and



allocation, and part arrival rates. Most of this data can be obtained through time

studies or from discussions with people closely associated with the system. The

raw data is fit to statistical distributions that will be used in the model to represent

that particular dynamic variable. Buzacott and Shanthikumar (1993) detail many

applications for modeling a stochastic system.

These applications range from a system containing a

single worker to a multiple manufacturing cell set-

up. Validation of the input data is very important.

One method of validation is to discuss data with

those who know the system best, such as factory

workers or supervisors. Areas of discussion could

include machine process and set-up times and

selected part routings. Validation is an important

step in any simulation since it determines whether or

not the model gives an accurate representation of the

actual system (Harrell et al. 2000).

After the input data has been validated, it is time to

construct the simulation model. As Fishman (1978)

explains, one of the most significant problems

encountered when building models is that only the

most apparent details are known. This requires the

model builder to make assumptions about the system

and its behavior. It is also important to remember to

only include as much detail as is necessary to give

an accurate representation of the system. This is a

common mistake in model building, as
Figure 1: Simulation Project Flow Chart

one would think that the more detail (Law and Kelton, 1991)

Formulate problem
andplan the study

V

Collect data and
define a model

Construct a computer
proam end verify

Make pilot r.ms

Design experirn ents

Make procluctionnms

Analyze output data

Document, present, and
ixnplement results
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included, the better the results. While the additional details will provide more

opportunities to study certain aspects of the system, it will also cause more time to

be used for model coding and verification processes. A model should only be as

complex as needed for the project requirements. Once the preliminary model is

built, the simulation is run multiple times, not just once. The output data from the

model needs to be validated by those who know the system best to ensure its

accuracy. It may be necessary to make changes to the model several times based

on the validation step of experts who know the system.

Once the simulation model has been validated, it is possible to conduct experiments

on the system to study the variables of interest. In this step, the simulation team

can determine such things as the initial conditions of the simulation run, if warm-up

time is necessary, the time period of interest, and the number of replications desired

for each setting (Law and Kelton 1991). Additional simulation runs are conducted

to obtain data for the variables of interest. The output data can be statistically

analyzed to get estimates of how each simulation setting performs. One method

that can be used to examine output data is calculating confidence intervals for each

variable of interest. The final step in a simulation project is to document, present,

and most importantly, implement the results from the simulation. Each of these

steps and their applicability to the project conducted for this paper will be

explained in the methodology section.

7



2.2 SIMULATION USE IN WOOD PRODUCTS INDUSTRY

The range of uses for discrete-event simulation in the wood products industry is

growing. One of the primary reasons for the large number of applications in the

industry is the lack of uniformity in wood due to such defects as knots and checks.

These flaws, which are not seen in isotropic metals, pose problems to any factory

that deals with wood, whether they are producing raw lumber, veneer products, or

components. The processes that coincide with the creation of these products can be

studied with simulation. This section of the paper will focus on how simulations

have been used to improve processes within various sectors of the wood products

industry. Simulations have also been used in the industry to help improve all

aspects of a company, from production to marketing (de Kluyver and McNally,

1980).

Schmoldt and Araman (1996) discuss how simulations are being used to help in the

veneer slicing process using computed tomography (CT) imagery. This process

involves taking multiple x-rays along the two smallest dimensions of the log giving

a cross-sectional picture of the log at that location. If the distance between each

succesive x-ray is small enough, these images can be combined to produce the

longitudinal surface of the log. The next step involves having the simulation user

draw in the locations for the fitch table, fitch, and cutting knife. The simulation

produces an image for the resulting veneer using the CT images along with the user

specifications. This process can be repeated multiple times to compare results

between the six possible slicing operations until the desired veneer pattern is

obtained.

There have been many papers published on using simulation to examine the

operations of lumber processing facilities. Lin et at (1995) used simulation

8
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primarily to determine whether the respective rough mill under study should use a

rip-first or crosscut-first method for processing. The authors simulated the effects

of sawmill cutting procedures, log grade, and cutting bill. The two types of sawing

that were examined were live-sawing and five-part sawing. Each combination

between the sawmill and rough mill were analyzed using simulations to determine

which layout gave the best results. Not surprisingly, the output of lumber varied

depending upon each of the factors studied. From analyzing the results from a

production standpoint only, the simulations showed that live-sawing and crosscut-

first combination were the best choices. As the authors note however, an overall

analysis of costs, such as investment and operation costs, are also required to

determine which scenario is most economical.

Wiedenbeck (1992) used simulation to examine the productivity of a crosscut-first

furniture part mill depending upon the length of lumber that was produced. The

three classifications of lumber were short (4-7 feet), medium (8-12 feet), and long

(13-18 feet). After running simulations for each length, it was shown that the

number of parts from short lumber can work economically if properly matched

with cutting bills and short lumber input rates. Future studies are planned to

determine how short lumber batches can be intermixed with the other types of

lumber to optimize the material flow through the mill.

Stiess (1997) examined the effect of the number of part lengths that can be

processed at one time in a crosscut-first mill. In a typical rough mill, the number of

part sizes on the cutting bill is larger than what the mill is capable of processing at a

given time. These capacity limitations are due to a number of factors including

limited floor space for stock and operator capabilities. The author simulated a

sample mill with a cutting bill of 15 respective part lengths. The number of part

lengths the mill was capable of cutting at one time was set to values of six, nine,



twelve, and fifteen, respectively. The results showed that with an increase in part

length processing capacity the lumber primary yield increased, along with a

decrease in salvage yield and a decrease in the amount of wood required to meet

the cutting bill requirements.

Another sector of the wood products industry that uses simulation is furniture

manufacturing. Kyle and Ludka (2000) state that simulation is a good tool to use in

the furniture industry due to the ". . .complexity of interdependent relationships

created by the sheer quantity of unique parts and machine operation sequences..."

These relationships are not always evident, but can be important, when deciding to

modify a factory layout. Even if the relationship between parts and machines are

known, the magnitude of the effect could probably not be determined until after the

change has been implemented. By using simulations the furniture manufacturer

can manipulate certain aspects of their factory, whether it is adding another

machine or modifying part routings, without disrupting current operations.

Kline et al (1992) reports simulation results for a hypothetical furniture mill typical

of the eastern United States. The authors chose four variables to study to determine

where changes could be made to improve the overall system. These variables were:

mill throughput, waste production, production costs, and npsaw queue length.

After analyzing the initial results, the authors decided to reduce the throughput rate

at the crosscut saw and to increase the operator efficency. The new settings

showed that the throughput increased and that ripsaw queue length decreased by

77%. While this was a hypothetical case, it still shows how simulations can be

used in the furniture industry to examine changes to their system.

10



2.3 CREATING PART FAMILIES

The creation of part families is an early and important step when establishing

manufacturing cells. A part family can be defined as a group of parts that have

similar manufacturing requirements. The creation of part families requires three

main steps: selection of parts to study, collecting data (i.e. process times and batch

sizes), and organizing these parts into a machine-part matrix. This binary matrix is

used to indicate the machining requirements for each part in the study (Seifoddini

and Tjahjana, 1999). A simple machine-part matrix, where an X indicates a

machine requirement for the respective part, is shown below in Table 1.

11

Table 1: Sample Initial Machine-Part Matrix

Initial analysis of Table 1 shows that parts 1, 4, 7, and 9 may make up a part family

because they are all processed on machine 1. The complexity of this task can

obviously vary depending upon the number of parts and machines in the factory

under study. From the literature review, it was shown that there are many

techniques that can be used for the creation of the machine-part matrix. Zolfaghari

and Liang (1998) developed a simulated annealing approach that includes process

Machine 1 Machine 2 Machine 3 Machine 4 Machine 5 Machine 6
Parti X X X

Part2 X X

Part3 X X

Part4 X X X

Part5 X X X

Part6 X X

Part7 X X X

Part8 X X

Part9 X X

PartlO X X
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times and machine capacities to produce part families. One of the more common

ways to sort parts into families is through the use of similarity coefficients between

two machines. This coefficient can be defined as the number of parts visiting both

machines divided by the number of parts visiting just one of the machines

(Seifoddini and Tjahjana, 1999). Wemrnerlöv and Hyer (1986) published one of

the more comprehensive studies on the creation of part families by grouping many

published suggestions into four main techniques. Most of the methods described in

their paper came from studies of companies that have implemented manufacturing

cells.

The first technique was to group parts together by physical characteristics without

the use of part routings. This task can be done by grouping parts together with

similar names or functions. For example, furniture manufacturers could separate

parts into part families to be placed in separate cells to produce chairs, tables, and

cabinets. Part families can also be formed from parts that look similar to one

another. One of the best examples of grouping parts together by appearance is the

Langston Company in Camden, New Jersey. From a selection of 3,000 parts from

their database, 93% of the parts could be placed into one of six part families based

only on size. The final method, reported by Wemmerlöv and Hyer (1986), is to

group parts by part numbers, if the factory uses a coding system to assign each

number. All of the parts with similar part numbers have a higher chance of

requiring the same set of machining operations. There is also a high likelihood that

these parts have similar geometries, special features (i.e. holes), tolerances, and

material type. This method can be limited however since it depends on how well

the code captures the manufacturing characteristics for each part.

The use of codes to identify similar parts is called group technology. Iyer and Nagi

(1997) define group technology as the classification and coding of parts based on
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attributes such as shape, dimensional tolerances, materials used, and quantity made.

Kalpakjian and Schmid (2001) discuss the various levels of coding that are

currently being used in group technology. There are three coding levels that are

applied with varying levels of complexity in their implementation. In hierarchical

coding each number is dependent upon the number before, making a single number

in the code insignificant. This type of coding allows for a large amount of

information to be provided by a small part number. Polycodes use a system where

each number is independent of all others in the code. These part numbers tend to

be longer, but they provide information on whether or not a selected part has the

needed design specifications. Decision-tree coding allows for explanation of

design and processing attributes in the part number. This is the most complex level

of coding used today. The authors also discuss three actual coding systems used

today in industrial settings. These classification techniques are:

Opitz system - This system was created in the 1960's and is the first

comprehensive coding system developed. It uses nine digits to explain all

the design and manufacturing requirements for a part.

MultiClass system - The creation of part numbers is done by answering a

set of questions that the program uses to create a unique part code. The

codes using this technique can be up to 30 digits.

KK-3 system - This is a general classification system first used in Japan

for assigning part numbers to machined and ground parts. This is the most

complex of the three systems, using a 21-digit decimal basis.

The second approach described in Wemmerlöv and Hyer (1986) is to identify

machine groups from the existing part routings. The formation of machine groups

has been discussed in many papers including Heragu and Kakuturi (1997) and

Beaulieu et al. (1997). One of the more common ways to group machines is by

using the similarity coefficient described earlier in this section. For these
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coefficients to be useful, each machine in the factory must process similar numbers

of parts. If not, the values could be low from the beginning due to the difference in

parts processed on each machine. For example, take two machines with one

processing 50 parts (Machine 1) while the other processes 950 parts (Machine 2).

The minimum similarity coefficient between these two machines would be 0.05,

assuming none of the parts from Machine 2 is processed on Machine 1. If each

machine instead made 500 parts, the minimum coefficient value would be 0.5

under the same conditions.

Another technique is called the "cascade" method. This method involves analyzing

the part routings for groups of machines that commonly appear together. Each of

these groups is placed into an individual cell with various extra machines added,

depending on the part family that is produced in the cell. A final approach that the

authors mentioned under this section was "nuclear synthesis". In this system,

machine groups are formed around machines that process a small number of parts.

The routings from these parts are used to expand the cell to include all of the

machines necessary for their fabrication. These added machines increase the

capacity of the cell to produce other part families besides the initial set.

A third way for creating part families is to identify them only from their respective

routings. The families are selected by using a modified form of the similarity

coefficient used to determine machine groups. This new coefficient is defined as

the number of machines that process two parts divided by the number of machines

that process one of the two parts. It was suggested that when using this method,

define a lower limit for the similiarity coefficient and number of parts processed so

that the new cells are large enough to be justified.



Table 2: Sample Final Machine-Part Matrix

From looking at Table 2, two or three possible part families can be seen. The

number of part families would depend on many things such as part process times

and the total number of each part produced. If parts 1 and 7 have long process

15

A fourth method used for part family creation is a combination of the second and

third methods discussed in that the machine groups and part families are identified

at the same time. These two respective groups are identified using the machine-

part matrix, shown in Table 1. The entries in the matrix are reordered, either

manually or through use of an algorithm, to form clusters of entries with similar

characteristics. It normally takes more than one attempt to rearrange the machine-

part matrix, primarily when dealing with parts that do not seem to fit into any

created group. There are many options that can be used when dealing with these

parts, including changing the part routings, design changes, and buying the parts

instead of making them in-house. It is unlikely that once the groups are formed,

there will be machine-part clusters that are completely independent of one another.

Some machines will be required in more than one of the new manufacturing cells.

A possible solution to the machine-part matrix given in Table 2 is shown below.

Machine 1 Machine 2 Machine 3 Machine 4 Machine 5 Machine 6
Parti X X X

Part7 X X X

Part2 X X

Part4 X X X

Part9 X X

PartlO X X

Part3 X X

PartS X X X

Part6 X X

Part8 X X
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times or a high quantity is needed, a separate cell for them may be justified. If not,

grouping these two parts into a family with parts 2, 4, 9, and 10 would be

acceptable. Table 2 also shows that machine 4 will need to be located in each cell,

if two part families are used.

In summary, there are many different ways to determine what parts and machines

can be grouped together to form manufacturing cells. The techniques can be

separated by two philosophies, either by physical characteristics of each part (i.e.

function, geometry, and coding systems) or by part routings through the system.

The development of part families is an iterative process that can be solved using

several techniques along with a solid understanding of current factory operations.



2.4 TRADITIONAL VS. CELLULAR MANUFACTURING

One of the newest approaches to manufacturing is "lean manufacturing". The main

goal of lean manufacturing is for the factory to produce a variety of products for

their consumers in the most efficient manner possible. Lean manufacturing

attempts to increase overall efficiency by reducing parts of the process that add cost

without adding value to the product. Table 3 shows eight areas where lean

manufacturing attempts to reduce possible areas of waste in the overall system

(Productivity Development Team, 1999).
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Table 3: Manufacturing Waste Types (Productivity Development Team, 1999)

Cell manufacturing is one of the most popular applications of a lean manufacturing

system. In a cell manufacturing environment, functionally different machines are

grouped together in a small area of the factory to manufacture an individual or

multiple types of parts with similar characteristics (Wemmerlöv and Johnson,

1997). This is different from traditional manufacturing where machines of similar

function type are located in the same area. The cell is designed to have a single

Type Examples

Defects Scrap, rework, replacement production, inspection

Waiting Stockouts, lot processing delays, equipment downtime,
capacity bottlenecks

Processing Unnecessary or incorrect processing

Overproduction Manufacturing items for which there are no orders

Movement Human motions that are unnecessary or straining

Inventory Excess raw material, WIP, or finished goods

Transport Carrying WIP long distances, inefficent transport

Unused Employee
Creativity

Lost time, ideas, skills, improvements



unit flow of parts with one worker capable of running multiple machines within the

cell (Taj et al., 1998). Most manufacturing cells are arranged in a U-shape, to

minimize the distance that the operator needs to walk between the last machine and

the first machine when starting a new part. Differences between traditional

manufacturing and cell manufacturing are illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Traditional Manufacturing Cell Manufacturing

Figure 2: Schematic of Traditional vs. Cell Manufacturing

From Fig. 2, the functional layout conimon in traditional manufacturing systems is

seen. Machines are grouped together by type (i.e. drills, lathes, routers) instead of

by the parts they produce. This causes the flow of parts to be throughout the entire

factory, making it easier for parts to be lost as transferred from station to station. In

cell manufacturing, machines are grouped together by the parts they produce. In

Fig. 2, there are two part types with machining requirements shown by the light and

dark machines. By grouping machines together in a cell, the part flow is reduced to
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a confined area. This makes it easier to follow parts from start to finish and allows

for easier evaluation of the system, in terms of work-in-process or other variables,

at any given time.

Part batch size reduction, possibly down to one, is a major benefit of switching

from traditional to a cell manufacturing environment. Benjaafar and Sheikhzadeh

(1997) found that ordering the sequence of how parts are processed while using the

current machine set-up, could greatly reduce the required batch size and lead time

in a traditional system. Karmarkar et al. (1985) found that large batch sizes, which

are typical in most manufacturing set-ups, increase the amount of time that parts

will remain at a station once they have been processed. This additional time causes

the lead time of the part to increase without adding any value to the part. In cell

manufacturing, the parts can be moved from station to station without requiring set-

up time since all parts within the cell have similar characterisitics. This type of

production flow solves many problems including:

Reduction of lead time needed to produce a part

Reduced storage space

Reduced part transportation resources

Reduced risk of damaging parts

The factory workers within a cell often gain benefits after switching to a cell

manufacturing environment. When new cells are developed, individuals need to

learn new skills that are necessary within their particular cell. In a normal

manufacturing environment, similar machines are grouped together in most cases

(i.e. all drill presses are located in one area). In a cell manufacturing set-up, these

drill presses would be distributed throughout the factory requiring all cell workers

to be capable of running the machine. By training each worker to run several

machines within the cell, there may be an increase in labor utilization. For
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example, take a cell that contains a CNC router, a drill press, and a sander. While

the CNC router is processing a part, the cell worker can spend that time processing

parts on the other two machines that require manual labor.

The types of machines used in a manufacturing cell are typically smaller, have

slower process times, are more flexible, and less expensive than the machines they

are replacing. The use of different machines to process a part may require

additional worker training when the cell is first implemented. By using smaller

machines in the design, it reduces the size of the cell footprint. The smaller cell

size reduces the distance a worker must walk between machines and also reduces

the area for excess parts to accumulate within the cell. Machines do not need as

fast of processing times as before since the part batch size is smaller. This slower

process time is acceptable as long as all the parts are still produced on time.

Machines used in cell manufacturing also must be very flexible to allow for quick

set-up times for part batches and able to be used on a variety of products.

Moodie et al. (1995) surveyed companies who might use cell manufacturing as a

part of their manufacturing process. Of the responses, they found that 32

companies used cell manufacturing. The types of products made by these

companies covered a wide spectrum including agricultural equipment, medical

equipment, and office furniture. Of the 32 companies, 16 indicated that all of their

manufacturing processes occurred only in cells, while the other half used a

combination of cells and other equipment for their processing.

The reasons for establishing manufacturing cells differed for each of the companies

in the survey, but the five most common responses were:

Reduce WIP inventory

Reduce machine setup time



Reduce part lead time

Reduce part/material handling time

Improve part output quality

It should be noted that these reasons are also listed as some of the higher ranking

motives in Nandkeolyar (1998) and Wemmerlöv and Johnson (1997).

There are obvious costs associated when implementing manufacturing cells. As

would be expected, the costs a specific company incurs depends upon many

factors, including amount of new equipment that must be purchased and the amount

of time spent planning the changes. Each surveyed company was asked their

opinion on the balance between the cost and benefits of switching to a cellular

setup, with a scale of "1" meaning the costs far outweigh the benefits and "5"

meaning the benefits far outweigh the costs. Using this scale, the average score

was 4.2 for all respondents, showing that these companies view cellular

manufacturing as a highly profitable situation. The major cost categories submitted

by the companies included equipment relocation and allocation, feasibility studies,

and cell design/planning.

Survey results showed that the largest measured improvements were in five main

categories reported to be important to the companies, and noted above, as reasons

for changing to cellular manufacturing. The average reduction percentages for

each category were:

WIP inventory - 41.4%

Machine setup time - 32.0%

Part lead time - 45.6%

Part/material handling time - 39.3%

Part quality - 29.6%
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Similar numbers for these measures of performance were found in a survey

conducted by Wemmerlöv and Johnson (1997). It should be noted that most of the

values used from this study were estimated, but these results still provide evidence

of an increase in overall efficency gained from implementing cell manufacturing.

Problems often occur when implementing a new system. Respondent companies

reported problems occurred in three main categories, people related, equipment

related, and operation related. The problems in the people related category were

mainly workers' initial concerns about the changes that were being made in the

manufacturing setup. This problem can occur since some areas of the

manufacturing floor will experience a lower level of activity as work is transferred

to the newly developed cell. The two main problem areas in the equipment related

category dealt with machine breakdowns and special tooling requirements, both

problems that occur in any type of manufacturing system.

One would expect most of the problems to occur in the operation related category.

The primary concern is with the possible imbalance of loads on machines within

the cell. In theory, a manufacturing cell should have machines with identical

process times for each part it produces. It could be assumed that by combining the

identical process times with one-piece flow, no bottleneck machine would exist in

the system. In reality, any manufacturing cell will not be completely balanced.

Even though each part that is machined has similar characteristics, they are not

identical in their processing requirements (i.e. parts have different number of holes

that need to be drilled). If a cell was balanced to begin with, it will still become

unbalanced due to processing improvements that will change the processing rates

for each machine. The bottleneck machine in the cell will be the one with the

longest process time. This machine will control the flow of parts in the cell with



the interval at which individual parts are completed in the cell equal to its current

process time (Dhavale, 1996).

There have been many studies conducted for factories that want to compare their

current manufacturing system to a cell manufacturing system. These companies

primarily had the same goals in mind with the implementation of a manufacturing

cell, to reduce work-in-process (WIP), part lead time, and improve overall

efficiency. Haffner (1999) conducted a simulation study for an aerospace company

in which a part of the existing factory was to be converted into a manufacturing

cell. The results from the simulations showed that the potential improvements to

the factory included a 20% reduction in floor space used, 50% reduction in WIP

inventory, and a 50% reduction in lead time. There would also be a significant

reduction in the number of workers required since the two cell workers could do

the same amount of work currently done by eight workers.

Khan and Gwee (1997) performed an analysis for a hydraulic drive manufacturer in

England. The objective of their study was "...to eliminate the inherent wastes

(non-value-adding activities) in the present functional layout by forming (just-in-

time) manufacturing cells...". A high ratio of non-value-added time to value-added

time is a common problem in most traditional systems, due to the amount of time

parts are in machine queues waiting to be processed. For their analysis, eight

manufacturing cells were created. While the cells did not incorporate all of the

machines in the factory, they were located next to those machines that could not be

moved economically but still were required for processing. Simulated benefits of

switching to cell manufacturing included a reduction in floor space used, along

with cost savings due to reduced lead times, smaller WIP levels, and higher

productivity rates. The reduction in used floor space allowed the company to

purchase equipment to build a new product.
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Nandkeolyar et a]. (1998) discussed simulation work that was done for a control

system producer that wanted to establish an initial manufacturing cell. The plan

was to implement more cells at a later date. The reasons given to build the first cell

were to reduce the average lead time, proportion of late orders, and average order

tardiness. A cell simulation model was built using historical company data that

showed the number of orders over a given time period. The simulation showed that

if the cell had been used instead of the current system to build the parts over that

time period, the flow time and part tardiness would be reduced by 31% and 40%,

respectively. Further simulations were conducted to determine the optimum cell

set-up with such factors as lot sizes, WIP level, and number of cell operators.

Switching to cellular manufacturing from current methods may not always be

feasible as was reported by Taj et al. (1998). The company needed to purchase new

equipment and had decided to explore the possibility of converting their new

system over to manufacturing cells. The simulations showed that not all of the

parts in the system were suitable for a manufacturing cell due to their long set-up

times. There were also some problems discovered with the machines that were to

be used in the cells. These problems included their size (required long travel

distances between machines in the cell), special fixture requirements (i.e. concrete

foundations), and poor reliability. From this study, management put priority in

purchasing new equipment that were smaller in size and could be moved easily.



3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The goal of this research is to analyze the impact of changing from a traditional

manufacturing system to a cell manufacturing system in a value-added wood

processing company. The company currently uses traditional manufacturing to

produce organs and pianos. Traditional manufacturing has machines that perform

similar processes grouped together. The flow of parts in traditional manufacturing

is characterized by parts moving around the entire factory from station to station.

The area of the factory chosen to study was the cabinet shop. The cabinet shop is

where the individual wooden parts for each piano or organ are machined before

transferred to a final assembly station.

Two manufacturing cells were designed to replace part of the current

manufacturing activity. The cells will process a selected part family or families

with hopes of further cell implementation in the future. Another scenario studied

was the addition of a third computer numerically controlled (CNC) machine to the

current system. The four system variables measured were work-in-process (WIP),

part family lead time, part family value-added/non value-added time (VA/non-VA),

and cell batch sizes. These selected measures of performance are consistent with

those used in other cell manufacturing studies. The company goals of

implementing a manufacturing cell are to reduce the lead time and WIP of a part

family, while increasing the VA/non-VA ratio.
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3.2 DATA COLLECTION

Since no machine process times are equal, empirical data was collected to

determine stochastic distributions to describe each process. Time studies were

conducted in the cabinet shop over a period of four days. At each station, multiple

readings were taken for each process. Various part families were processed during

this time to get a representative distribution for the process time. It is generally

accepted that the least detail necessary when modeling, the better the model. The

process time for each part was defined as the time from which the operator first

picked up the part to the time the finished part was placed on the cart to go to the

next station. This assumption eliminates the need to have distributions for

individual part loading and unloading times, as they are now factored into the

overall process time. This should reduce the detail of the model without affecting

the usefulness of the simulation.

Theoretical stochastic distributions were fitted to each set of collected empirical

processing data using Stat:Fit (ProModel Corporation). The software ranks

appropriate distributions on how well they fit the empirical data and decides

whether the distribution is accepted or rejected based on three goodness-of-fit tests:

the Chi Squared, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, and Anderson-Darling tests. In order for

Stat:Fit to accept the distribution, it needs to pass only one out of the three

respective tests (Fig. 3). From Stat:Fit, the raw data is fit to various distributions

and ranked in respect to how well the data matches. Each distributions can be

graphically compared to the raw data. In Fig. 3, the lower left window shows the

Beta distribution (shown by the solid line) is compared to the time study data for

the CNC router process time (shown by the histogram). A complete list of the

process time distributions used for each machine in this project can be found in

Appendix C.
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Figure 3: Stat:Fit Output for Cabinet Shop CNC Routers

To define the manufacturing cell, part families needed to be identified. From an

initial inspection of parts, it was determined that they could be separated into two

general categories: panel products and rough lumber. Panel products were parts

that started their processing at the panel saw, while rough lumber parts were those

produced from dimensional lumber. The tecimique used to create the part families

was the last one described in Section 2.3 (Creating Part Families). This method

called for the manual re-shuffling of the machine-part matrix until a solution was

found. The matrix was reorganized to identify parts with similar processing

requirements. This was an iterative process as initial groups could be combined or

separated into new part families until obtaining a final result.
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Eleven part families were created from the initial 240 part numbers. Part families

from each of the general categories are associated with a few common machines for

1 p9.895
2 n6.162
3 _t.832
4 89.942
5 ).425
6 fl6657
7 3.013
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their fabrication. An example part family from this project, Group 5, is shown in

Table 4. A complete table, showing all of the part families, is found in Appendix

A. After separation of the parts into the two main groups, common processes

between parts were examined. It was found that almost all panel products also

required processing on a CNC router. For the panel products, groups could be

separated into four groups based on operations besides the panel saw and CNC

router:

No other processes required

Painted parts

Parts with sanding processes required

Parts with miscellaneous processes needed

Batch sizes were determined by consulting with cabinet shop management after

analysis of the parts composing each group. The parts comprising each part family

did not have a common pre-existing batch size. The batch size used for the

simulations was determined by selecting a number that would represent a typical

batch of parts. The arrival rates for parts into the system were based on historic

data provided by management. This data provided the quantity and date for when

parts were scheduled to arrive into the system. Arrival rates were calculated using

the following equation:

tf _t.
Arrival _Rate= (1)

# parts I batchsize

where tf is the time in seconds the last part number from the respective group enters

the cabinet shop, and t1 is the time in seconds where the first part number is

scheduled to start processing.
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Table 4: Group 5 Parts Processing Requirements Matrix
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Part routings were used to simulate the flow of parts through the cabinet shop.

Each part within a respective part family does not follow the same routing. To

account for this, each machine within a part family had to be analyzed to determine

the quantity and destination of a finished batch of parts. This resulted in decimal

percentages for the routing of each part family from a respective machine.

When a decimal percentage is entered into the software, this only tells the

percentage of batches that must be routed to a particular location throughout the

entire simulation run. For example, take a sanding machine that receives 20% of

the parts finished at a CNC router. In the simulation, there is nothing preventing

the first 20% of the parts processed at the router to be sent to the sanding machine

in one simulation and the last 20% in another run. This is not usually expected to

be the case, since the random number generator used in the simulation will

generally balance the routings. An example part routing table is shown in Table 5.

The current processing station (Shoda 1), the destination locations, and the

estimated quantity of parts to be routed to each station are shown. All part family

routing tables for this project are found in Appendix B.

Table 5: Sample Part Routing Table with Decimal Percentages

Location Destination Qly Decimal %
Shodal EXIT 105 0.1694

Edge Sander 290 0.4677
Wide Belt Sander 15 0.0245

Table Router 165 0.266 1

Edge Bander 30 0.0484

Stroke Sander 15 0.0244



3.3 PROMODEL VS. QUEST COMPARISON

The discrete-event simulation models were designed using two different computer

programs. These two softwares are ProModel, from ProModel Corporation in

Orem, Utah, and QUEST, created by Delmia Corporation in Troy, Michigan. The

two programs were chosen for the following reasons: to compare results between

the two programs as part of the validation process, and to compare the utility of the

software to each other. Both softwares are designed for constructing discrete-event

simulation models. Both can be described as simulators. Five categories were

compared for each simulator. These categories were:

Visual perspective

Graphics libraries

Simulation run time

Creation of part batches

Simulation output data
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3.4 CREATE SIMULATION MODEL OF CURRENT CABINET SHOP
SYSTEM

Simulation models were constructed of the current traditional cabinet shop

processes using ProModel and QUEST. Part arrival rates, machine process times,

machine set-up and downtimes, and part routings used were based on historical

data, time studies, and company management.

Several assumptions were made in order to simplify each program. One

simplification was to not model workers at locations where parts are processed

immediately upon their arrival, such as the table saws and work benches. This was

used since we wanted to study part lead time, but not worker utilization. It was

more important for this study to correctly model the amount of time a part spends at

each machine than the labor required to process each part.

Figures 4 and 5 show part of the cabinet shop model in each of the simulation

packages. The graphics difference between the two softwares can be seen. Both

figures show the area of the cabinet shop where the sanding machines and CNC

routers are located. Figure 5 shows the paint booth in the far right, one of the

stations that does not have a worker assigned to it in the model. The flow of parts

through the paint booth will be the same whether or not a worker is located at this

station.

After the initial model of the cabinet shop was created in each software package, a

set of 15 independent simulation runs were made for model verification and

validation purposes. This was done each time a change was made to the traditional

cabinet shop model. A pseudo-random number generator is a part of each

simulator. For each independent simulation run, the pseudo-random number

generator allows for different random numbers to be generated for theoretical

distributions. Other options include resetting the statistical counters at the
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beginning of each run and to start each simulation using the same initial conditions.

Since pseudo-random numbers are used, the same simulation can be repeated a

number of times. This is important during the verification and validation phases of

this study.

The validation process allows the model builder to find errors before conducting

experiments with the model. For example, a change in the arrival rate code for one

of the created part families in this project resulted in a change of average lead time

of over eight work days. The code error was first seen from watching the

animation of the model. The previous code had the parts of this group randomly

enter the system one at a time until a final batch size requirement was met for each

part family. This caused some parts to enter the system early and spend multiple

Figure 4: Partial Model of Current Cabinet Shop in QUEST
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Figure 5: Partial Model of Cunent Cabinet Shop in ProModel

days in the system entry queue. The entry queues were used only for routing

purposes, not storage. This extra time spent in the entry queue was added on to the

lead time for the part family. This was not an accurate representation of the

traditional cabinet shop activities. The arrival rate code was modified so the entire

batch arrived at a single moment in time. This meant that the group spent no time

in the entry queue, and was more representative of the real system.

Simulation results for each set of 15 runs used in the validation process were

verified by company personnel familiar with the day-to-day operations of the

cabinet shop. Model results verified included average WIP, average lead time,

machine utilization rates, and machine queue size. Part arrival rates, batch sizes,

and process times were changed when necessary to more closely model the real

system. For example, the process time initially assigned to the CNC routers was

determined to be too low. This was evident from the utilization rates and queue
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size for these machines. The first distribution gave a utilization rate averaging 45%

with an average queue size of less than one batch. After adjusting the router

process time, the utilization increased to a range of 60-65% and an average queue

length of 1.5-2 part batches.

Animation proved to be an important validation tool. Animation allowed those not

familiar with simulation but familiar with the real system to visually validate the

model. Many aspects of the simulation such as machine queue lengths, the flow of

parts through the system, and labor utilization could easily be seen by the factory

experts. The animation helped in validating the model in several areas. The major

benefit of animation was allowing plant experts to identify bottlenecks in the model

that were not occurring in the real system or identifying bottlenecks in the real

system that were not seen in the model. The simulation should show large part

queues at the same machines as the actual system.

The final step in the validation process was to compare the results from QUEST

and ProModel. While each simulation package was not expected to give exactly

the same results, the numbers should be close to one another. The simulation

results were compared using a two-sample t-test at a 95% confidence level. The

parameters tested were part family lead times from each simulator. Fifteen

replications from each software were used for comparison. Software results were

considered the same if the t-tests were non-significant in lead time for all 11 part

families.

It should be noted that the validation and verification of a simulation model is not a

one-time process. Many iterations are required due to the dynamic nature of any

discrete-event simulation. A change made to the simulation code will usually

affect other parts of the simulation, especially when studying manufacturing

systems.
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After validating the traditional manufacturing cabinet shop model, it was necessary

to determine the warm-up period. In any discrete-event simulation there are two

main behaviors, the transient and the steady-state behavior. For most simulations,

there is a certain amount of time necessary for the program variables, such as work

in progress and waiting time, to reach fairly consistent values. In this initial, or

transient state, the data that is recorded is not representative of the actual system.

This is the time in the simulation where the parts are queued at machines

throughout the system. When the simulation starts at time equal to zero, there are

no parts in the system. If this data were to be reported in the final results, all of the

final values would tend to be lower than the actual value. In order to obtain valid

results, the simulation must be run for some time at the beginning until the

parameters under study reach a constant range. This is the reason that a warm-up

period is required for most discrete-event simulations.

A common method to determine the warm-up period is known as the moving

average. A certain variable is recorded at designated time intervals. This is

repeated over a series of simulations. SimRunner (from ProModel Corporation)

was used to determine the warm-up time for the simulations in this study.

SirnRunner takes the model that has been created in ProModel and conducts a user-

defined number of simulation runs. As the simulations are run, the selected

variable is recorded at a user-determined time interval. It is important to set the

time interval long enough so infrequent occurrences in the system still happen

multiple times. The moving average is then defined as the average value of the

selected variable over a set number of time intervals. The moving average will

continue to increase if the variable values are higher at each successive time

interval. The steady-state time of the system can be determined as the time interval

where the moving average becomes constant. An example of determining the

moving average over five time intervals and steady-state point is shown in Table 6.



Table 6: Determining Moving Average of Sample Data

For the purpose of this project, SimRunner was set to monitor the work in progress

for each part family at a time step of 11 hours, equal to one work day. Sample

output from SimRunner is shown in Fig. 6. The two lines show the actual value for

total work in progress and the Welch moving-average for total WIP taken over five

time periods (55 hours). From looking at the graph, it was determined that the

steady-state response of the system occurred at approximately the ninth or tenth

time period. From this analysis, it was decided to set the warm-up period for all

current cabinet shop simulation runs to 110 hours. This amount of time is equal to

10 simulated work days. The spikes in the WIP line at some periods are caused by

the arrival of a large quantity of parts that enter the system for a painting process

only. This causes the moving average to increase, but lengthening the warm-up

period does not significantly affect the simulation results.
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- (t0 + t1+ t2+ t3+ t)/5

- steady-state time interval

Time Interval WIP Moving Average

0 0 82.8

1 27 127.8

2 58 168

3 137 202.4

4 192 220.4

5 225

6 228 227

7 230

8 227

9 229

10 221



Figure 6: Moving Average Plot for Total Work-in-Process from SimRunner
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3.5 DETERMINING CELL PART FAMILIES

There were four experiments conducted to study different parts of the current

cabinet shop. A test was conducted to determine which part families would best fit

into a manufacturing cell. Three tests simulated results for potential modifications

made to the current traditional manufacturing system.

The first experiment identified which part family, or combination of part families,

was the best candidate to be processed in a manufacturing cell. To simulate the

effect of a part family being placed into an independent cell, a set of 15 simulations

was run without the respective part family in the simulation of the current cabinet

shop. To remove the part family, the number of parts processed in the system was

set to zero. This would be the same as processing the part family in an independent

system. Attributes were unchanged for the remaining part families. The WIP and

lead time for each part family was compared to the original system WIP and lead

times. The reduction in total average WIP for the system was also examined.

Costs associated with implementing a manufacturing cell were estimated by factory

personnel depending upon the part family processing requirements. The cost

reductions seen from a WIP reduction in the system were estimated by multiplying

the average WIP decrease by the average part cost for each part family that showed

a significant reduction.
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3.6 SUBCELL LAYOUT

Two manufacturing cell systems were determined to be viable based on part

families removed from the original process simulations and consultation with plant

personnel. Each cell layout was comprised of eight machines arranged in the same

order. Cell structure differed by machine location and number of workers. Each

part enters the manufacturing cell as a block of wood and is processed at each of

the eight respective machine centers. The process times used for each machine in

the cell were statistical distributions based on estimates from factory

representatives and time studies. For each cell design, data was collected on the

part family batch size, value-added/non value-added time ratio (VA/Non-VA),

WIP, and lead time. VA/Non-VA is the amount of time spent processing a part

divided by the rest of the time a part spends in the system. The Non-VA time can

be determined from subtracting the total part processing time from the lead time.

Batch size was defined as arrival size or move size. The arrival size is the number

of parts in a batch when it first enters the system. The move size is the number of

parts in a batch that move from machine center to machine center within the cell.

The first simulated manufacturing cell was designed as a subcell layout. The

machines in the cell were further separated into three smaller subcells of three,

three, and two machines. The machines in the subcells were arranged in a U-shape

with a single worker assigned to each subcell. The workers were responsible for

processing all parts that enter their subcell. The three smaller cells were laid out to

form a U-shape for the entire manufacturing cell.

A picture of the cell layout from ProModel is shown in Fig. 7. All parts initally

enter the system at the location labeled "Celll_Queue" in Fig. 7. The parts were

then processed in the first subcell and placed in a packing station before being

transferred to the second subcell. This process continues for the second and third
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subcellS. The batches of part families were considered to exit the system after

being processed at the "Arbor Press" location in the third subcell.

Ceill Queue

Doub'e Enhi CutDtf S

pt-elite Shaper

Pouter

CeIl2 Queue

tI oltt Press

Figure 7: Subcell Layout from ProModel

lidge Sander
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3.7 SINGLE U-CELL LAYOUT

The second simulated manufacturing system arranged all eight machines into one

U-cell configuration, shown in Fig. 8. This design allowed for single piece flow,

that is, no queues are required between machine centers. The entities were

consecutively processed through each machine without waiting. In addition, for

this cell arrangement the number of workers were varied and the different scenarios

studied. Simulations were run with one, two, and three workers assigned to the

cell. Since workers in this plant are usually cross-trained, it was assumed that all

workers in the cell were capable of processing all of the parts on all of the machines

located in the cell. The same codes were used for the entering and exiting of parts

in the cell as the subcell layout. The parts processed in the single U-cell layout

started as blocks of wood entering the manufacturing cell.

F

Figure 8: Two-Worker Single U-Cell Layout from ProModel
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3.8 NO CELL - TifiRD CNC ROUTER ADDED TO SYSTEM

The current system uses two CNC routers to manufacture parts. The two CNC

routers are the main bottlenecks in the cabinet shop. It was assumed that a third

router would reduce the amount of queue time for parts in the system. No

manufacturing cell was modeled for this part of the study. Part routings to the

routers were modified so that all three machines processed approximately the same

number of parts over the simulation time period. All 11 part families were in the

simulation, since no separate manufacturing cell is modeled. The same

distributions for process times are used for the new router as were obtained from

the time studies of the real system. This may lead to a conservative estimate of the

effects on the system. The new CNC router will probably have a lower process time

due to technological advances. Data was collected on the average WIP and lead

time for each part family and compared to the current traditional system.
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3.9 VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF PROPOSED SYSTEMS

The verification and validation of simulations for a proposed system is not as easy

of a task as when a real system is studied. This step is still required however in the

overall process. The largest problem in verifying and validating simulations of

proposed systems is that there is no real data of the system available for use.

The other techniques that are used for verifying and validating real systems can be

used somewhat for this purpose. The best technique is to watch the animation of

each system as the simulation is run. The animation will help in multiple ways. It

will help the modeler discover errors in the code. These errors could include labor

not working at expected times, incorrect part routings, and unrealistic process

times. Animation can also be shown to factory personnel. They will be able to

identify problems in the simulation and provide possible solutions based on their

experience, especially if the same machines are used in the proposed system.

A second way to verify and validate the proposed system models for this report was

to compare the results given by the two simulation programs. After modifications

are made, each program should give similar results. The results for analyzed

variables will not be exactly the same, due to the pseudo-random numbers used in

the simulations, but animations of part flow should be similar. The difference

should not be significant though when using a statistical test, such as a two-sample

t-test.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 PROMODEL VS. QUEST COMPARISON RESULTS

Table 7 provides a comparison of the two simulation packages used, QUEST and

ProModel, in terms of important simulation characteristics.
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Table 7: ProModel vs. QUEST Comparison in Selected Areas

Visually, ProModel is two-dimensional while QUEST is three-dimensional. This

has no affect on the resulting data, as actual distances and move times between

machines are identical in each model. However, the three-dimensional set-up in

QUEST provides a better visual representation of how the system is behaving at

any instant in time. This can be helpful to someone not familiar with simulation as

it is conceptually easier to link the model to the real system. In addition, it was

helpful in monitoring the queue length for a particular machine. It is important to

look at queue lengths in machines to determine where bottlenecks occur in the

system. The bottleneck locations in the simulation can serve two functions. First,

Category ProModel QUEST
Visual Perspective Two-dimensional Three-dimensional
Graphics Selection Has general graphics library

included for all needs
Create machine models in
CAD part of program, other
graphics included

Simulation Run Time Around 1-2 minutes Around 10-12 minutes
Creating Part Batches Done with "Group" command

in the routing table
Create additional "pack" and
"unpack" machine at each
location for all part families

Simulation Output Gives output for all locations,
resources, and entities in
automatically generated report

Select data needed by clicking
on desired location or
selection of part family, allows
user to watch selected
variables change through run
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Figure 9: Example Machine Queue Lengths from QUEST
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it can allow the user to immediately focus on those bottleneck locations to reduce

their respective queue length. Second, it helps in the validation process, as the

bottleneck locations in the simulation should be the same as those in the modeled

system. ProModel provides some idea of a queue size at a machine in relative

terms with its graphics, but QUEST will show the actual number of parts queued at

any time. A variable window could be created in ProModel to monitor the queue

length at a give machine. A large queue of parts can be seen at the wide belt

sanding machine, noted by the arrow, in Figs. 9 and 10.



j.

Figure 10: Example Machine Queue Lengths from ProModel

The factory layout is constructed differently in each program. In ProModel, a

graphics library is included to model all locations, resources, and entities. The

number of icons is limited but does provide an easy way to differentiate between

different machine types. Additional icons can be created. A library of machines is

available in QUEST, but the machines are very specific in their purpose. For this

reason, QUEST provides a computer-aided design (CAD) window to provide an

area to create machines not included in the library. Most of the machines modeled

for the cabinet shop were created using the CAD feature. It should be noted that

the graphic representation of a machine is not important for the simulation, but

does provide additional help in showing how the modeled system functions.
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Run time for each simulation was very different between ProModel and QUEST.

For example, a simulation run of the cabinet shop takes about one or two minutes

in ProModel compared to approximately 10-12 minutes in QUEST. This run time

difference poses a problem when validating a simulation. At the end of the

validation process, it is conm-ion for only one or two changes to be made to the

model. The longer run time associated with QUEST means that this step in the

simulation project would take longer. The large number of "packing" and

"unpacking" machines used for batching parts together partially explains the longer

run time in QUEST. The QUEST run time is still significantly longer than

ProModel with the animation of the system turned off. Since each of these

machines requires a process to be added to the simulation, it would take longer for

the software to process the simulation code.

The most important difference between the two simulation packages, in the author's

opinion, is the way that parts are batched and unbatched. In ProModel, this is done

after processing by adding a "Group" command to the routings table for the

selected part. This forms a new entity at the storage location. The batch does not

get moved to the next station until the required number of parts is in the queue.

The batch is routed, based on decimal percentages, to the next station where the

"Ungroup" command is used to unbatch the original entities. In QUEST, the

grouping and ungrouping of parts are done by extra machines added to the system.

Two of these machines are circled in Fig. 9. Adding these machines to the

simulation increases the time required to build the model, as a machine must be

created at each location where part batches are needed. In this project, the batch

sizes for each part family also varied which required a packing and unpacking

process for all respective groups in the system.

Output data is handled differently for the two softwares. In ProModel, the output

report is generated for the user. This report gives descriptive statistics for all
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locations, resources, entities, and user-defined variables in the model. In larger

models this may pose a problem, as it can be difficult to find the desired data in the

report. ProModel also has an option in the output window to view graphs of how a

selected variable changed throughout time in the simulation. QL1EST offers a more

specialized approach to viewing the final data. The output window provides the

user with buttons to select an aspect of the simulation to view. This makes it easier

to access a certain variable, such as part family lead time, without having to search

the entire output report. QUEST also allows the user to monitor a variable, for

example machine queue length, as the simulation is running to see how the value

changes with respect to the simulation time. Examples of each software output for

one of the CNC routers in the system are given in Figs. 11 and 12.

r - I

Figure 11: Sample ProModel Data Output for CNC Router (black box around data)

Panel Saw 308 1 4115.61 22.72 0.08 1 0 8.56 (Average)
Panel Saw 0 0 38.16 2.58 0.00 0 0 0.99 (ltd. Dev..
Shod. 1 308 1 2011.61 268.59 0.48 1 0 48.81 (Average)
Shoda 1 0 0 10L95 2.10 0.04 0 0 4.35 (Std. Dev.
Shod. 2 308 1 2437.61 269.19 0.59 1 0 59.18 (Average)
Shoda 2 0 0 118.10 1.49 0.01 0 0 4.30 (Std 0ev.
Glue pree. 308 4 56.86 10800.00 0.55 4 0 13.85 (Average)
Glue Pee.. 0 0 22.68 0.00 0.22 0 0 5.52 (ltd. Dcv.
Wide Belt Sander 308 1 1861.6 119.11 0.30 1 0 30.21 (Average)
Wide Belt Sander 0 0 146.55 0.65 0.02 .0 0 2.31 (Std. Der.
Table Saw 1 308 1 0 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 (Average)
Table Saw 1 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 (Std. Dev.
Edge Bander 308 1 160.4 209.81 0.08 1 0 8.11 (Average)
Edge Bander 0 0 8417 2.19 0.01 0 0 1.38 (Std. Dev.l
Pin Router 308 1 636.4 44.16 0.02 1 0 2.53 (Average)
Pin Router 0 0 89.61 1.30 0.00 0 0 0.33 (Std. Dcv.)
Drill Preee 1 308 1 1171.07 23.16 0.02 1 0 2.45 (Average)
Drill Peer. 1 0 0 111.37 0.10 0.00 0 0 0.36 (Std. Dev.J
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Figure 12: Sample QUEST Data Output for CNC Router

Both softwares used in this study perform better in certain areas than the other.

QUEST provides a better visual display for use in monitoring system activities.

This can be helpful in determining where bottlenecks are in the system and for

validation purposes by providing a three-dimensional environment. QUEST allows

the user to create machines using the CAD feature to give the system a more

realistic look. ProModel provides the user a way to construct a model quickly. The

software has shorter run times than QUEST and allows for batching and unbatching

of parts. Both softwares give the same type of output. The best software to use for

a simulation study would depend upon the customer requirements. If a model were

needed in a short period of time, then ProModel would be the best choice. If there

were less time constraints with a focus on visual presentation, then use QUEST.

Avg. Utilization Parts Added Parts Produced Avg. Requirement Time Avg. Cycle Time
Run 1 73.747% 3065 3065 0.828 mm 4.446 mm

Run 2 64.158% 2640 2640 1.787 nm 4.491 mm

Run 3 56 . 1 62% 2325 2325 2.621 mm 4.464 mm

Run 4 72.303% 2945 2945 1.090 mm 4.537 mm

Run 5 64.315% 2610 2610 1.766 mm 4.553 mm

Run 6 67.368% 2780 2780 1.296 mm 4.478 mm

Run 7 64.636% 2670 2670 1.629 mm 4.473 mm

Run 8 71. 091% 2910 2910 1.132 mm 4.514 mm

Run 9 64.885% 2665 2665 1.672 mm 4.499 mm

Run 10 64.178% 2635 2635 1.745 mm 4.500 mm

Run 11 62.483% 2570 2570 1.847 mm 4.492 mm

Run 12 61.479% 2545 2545 1.888 mm 4.464 mm

Run 13 68.143% 2810 2810 1.313 mm 4.481 mm

Run 14 65.027% 2685 2685 1.726 mm 4.475 mm

Run 15 56.454% 2325 2325 2.575 mm 4.487 mm



4.2 SELECTION OF CELL PART FAMILIES

The current cabinet shop model, using traditional manufacturing practices, was

analyzed to determine the effect on the total system WIP caused by the removal of

one or more part families. The results were obtained from 15 independent

simulation runs for each group, with the simulation code modified so that the

designated part family was not processed in the system. This would represent

removing the designated part family from the present system and processing it in an

independent manufacturing cell. The simulation results for reduction in average

total WIP by removing selected part families are shown in Fig. 13.

Average Total WIP Reduction
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The average system WIP for all part families in the traditional system was 677

parts. While Group 11 shows a reduction in total WIP of approximately 385 parts,

it was not considered for a manufacturing cell since all parts are processed only in a

paint booth. The removal of Groups 1 and 2 result in the largest reduction in

system WIP. However, the manufacturing cell for either of these two groups would

require the purchase of an additional CNC machine. The next largest reduction in

system WIP was from the removal of Group 9. From further analysis of part

routings and discussions with factory representatives, it was decided to add Group

5 to the cell for processing with Group 9. Group 5 was added to the cell for reasons

including:

Similar processing requirements as Group 9

Long lead time in the current system (2.05 days on average)

Small number of parts processed at any given time

These are all good indicators that a part family could be a candidate for a

manufacturing cell. Since Group 5 has similar manufacturing requirements as

Group 9, the same machines can be used for processing. Group S's placement into

the manufacturing cell should reduce lead time which is currently attributed to

waiting at machine queues in between processes. The batch size for Group 5 is

small compared to other part families in the system. Manufacturing cells are most

effective when parts arrive in small batch sizes. The ideal situation is one-piece

flow. In addition to reduced lead time, average WIP should decrease when Group 5

is processed in the cell.

The reduction in the average total WIP for the system with Groups 5 and 9

processed in the manufacturing cell was 107.4 parts (95% CI - 75.1 to 139.8). This

value is shown in Fig. 13 as the last column in the chart. The difference in WIP

reduction between removing Group 9 alone or Groups 5 and 9 together is minimal.
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For reasons previously discussed in this section, it was decided to leave Group 9 in

the proposed manufacturing cell.

Further analysis was done to determine which part families left in the system would

show statisically significant reductions in lead time and WIP. Figure 14 shows the

comparison for average part family lead time between the current system and the

system with Groups 5 and 9 removed.

Part Family Average Lead Time

Cloupi CIoup2 Cloup3 &oup4 CIoup6 (Ioup7 &oup8 ClouplO Cloupli

Part Family

Figure 14: Lead Time Comparison for Current System with and without Groups 5

and 9

Reductions were most evident in part families that were processed on similar

machines as Groups 5 and 9. These machines are used to produce parts from

dimensional lumber, as opposed to the machines in the system that process the

panel parts common to Groups 1 through 4. Other part families may show a

reduction in their respective average lead time, such as Group 4, but this difference

was not found to be statistically significant. Further discussion with factory
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personnel about these part families confirmed that the lead time can vary by a large

amount. Average reduction and 95% confidence intervals for part families that

showed significant reductions in average lead time are shown in Table 8.

Table 8: Lead Time Reductions for Part Families in System without Groups 5 and 9

A comparison of average part family WIP for each system was also conducted. A

comparison of average WIP levels for the system with and without Groups 5 and 9

is shown in Fig. 15.

Part Family Average WIP
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Figure 15: WIP Comparison for Current System with and without Groups 5 and 9

Avg. Reduction (days) 95% Conf. Interval
Group 6 0.17 0.10 to 0.23
Group 7 0.70 0.34 to 1.06
Group 8 0.12 0.01 to 0.24
Group 10 0.36 0.08 to 0.62

Group2 Group3 Group4 Group6 Group7 Group8 GrouplO

Part Family



Table 9: WIP Reduction for Part Families in System without Groups 5 and 9

Average costs for each part family, estimated by company management, can be

used to obtain an estimate for the reduction in cost related to the lower WIP values.

This is done by multiplying the average WIP reduction by the average part family

cost. The estimated cost savings associated with the reduction in average WIP

when Groups 5 and 9 are removed from the system are:

Group 6: $5.74

Group 7: $39.84

Group 8: $77.12

One-Time Cost Savings from WIP Reduction: $122.70
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Group 11 is not shown in Fig. 15 due to its large WIP value (around 280 parts) and

because there was no reduction in its WIP with the removal of Groups 5 and 9. As

was expected, the part families that acheived significant reductions in average WIP

levels were the same as those with reductions in lead time, with the exception of

Group 10. The WIP reduction in Group 10 may not be significant due to the

smaller number of parts processed in this group when compared to the other three.

Group 10 has 220 parts processed over the simulation period. Group 8 is closest to

Group 10, with 855 parts machined.

Results for average WIP showed that the majority of total WIP reduction in the

system occurred in Groups 5 and 9. The remaining part families only account for

about 18% of the estimated total reduction in average WIP, 19.7 out of 107.4 parts.

Groups 6, 7, and 8 showed significant reductions in average WIP (Table 9).

Avg. WIP Reduction 95% Conf. Interval
Group 6 8.2 4.6 to 11.9

Group 7 9.2 4.7 to 13.7

Group 8 2.3 0.5to4.0



4.3 SUBCELL LAYOUT RESULTS

The first simulated manufacturing cell had three smaller "U-shaped" cells arranged

to form a larger "U" for the entire cell. Eight machines and three workers were

assigned to the cell, one for each of the subcells. Process times for each machine in

the cell were not known and had to be estimated. The estimated distributions were

determined from discussions with factory personnel and previously conducted time

studies. It was assumed that each part that entered the cell was a block of wood

that was sequentially processed on each of the eight machines.

Four measures of performance for each part family were analyzed for comparison

between the current system and the proposed cellular system: VA/Non-VA, lead

time, WIP, and batch sizes. The batch sizes for each respective group were varied

among simulation runs. The other three variables were dependent upon the

selected batch size setting. In each of the graphs for the three variables examined, a

notation is used to explain the part family batch size settings (Figs. 16, 17, 18, 19).

The two numbers in parentheses tell the arrival size and move size for each part

family, respectively, with the first set for Group 5 and the second for Group 9. For

example, (15,5) means that parts enter the system fifteen at a time and are moved

from cell to cell in batches of five.

Figure 16 compares the VA/Non-VA ratio for each cellular part family at various

arrival and batch size combinations as determined from the simulations. The

"Current" column is the simulated results for the real cabinet shop. It can be seen

that the arrival and move sizes for Group 9 are the influential factors driving the

increase in the VA/Non-VA ratio. The VA/Non-VA ratio increases as the arrival

and move sizes for Group 9 decrease. The smaller arrival and move sizes for

Group 9 result in fewer parts in the cell queue at any given time, reducing the

amount of non value-added time.
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Figure 16: Subcell VA/Non-VA Time Values for Various Arrival and Move Sizes

The total number of processed parts for Group 9 was 1900 compared to 45

processed for Group 5. Group 9 parts were the majority of parts located at any

subcell queue. Based on the results, three settings were compared to the current

system:

(15,5) (20,20) - same arrival and batch sizes used in the current system but

now processed in the cell

(15,1) (20,1) - same arrival size, one-piece flow in each small cell

(5,1) (10,1) - reduce arrival size, one-piece flow in each small cell

The estimated average percent increase in VA/Non-VA and 95% confidence

intervals for each group are given in Table 10.
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Table 10: Average VAJNon-VA Percent Increase for Subcell Part Families

Part Family Average Lead Time
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Figure 17: Groups 5 and 9 Subcell Lead Times for Various Arrival and Move Sizes
Compared to the Real System

The average lead times for Groups 5 and 9 for the simulated manufacturing cell

compared to the simulated real system with different arrival and move sizes are

shown in Fig. 17. The placement of the two groups into the manufacturing cell

reduced lead times in every case when compared to the current system. This can be

seen by comparing the lead times between the "Current" column and the "(15,5)

(20,20)" column in Fig. 17, which have the same arrival and move sizes for each

Setting VAINon-VA 95% Conf. Interval VA/Non-VA 95% Conf. Interval

(15,5) (20,20) 4.68 4.40 to 4.98 3.75 3.57 to 3.93

(15,1) (20,1) 15.58 15.25 to 15.90 18.29 18.11 to 18.48

(5,1) (10,1) 29.19 28.70 to 29.68 39.23 39.03 to 39.43

Group 5 Group 9



Table 11: Estimated Lead Time Reduction for Subcell Part Families

Figure 18 compares the simulated cell and current system WIP values for Group 5.

Group 5 Average WIP

c & & & & & & & & &
-)' . . , ,

Batch Size Setting

Figure 18: Group 5 WIP Values for Various Batch Sizes in Subcell Layout
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simulation run. The reduction in lead time for each part family accounts for the

increase in the VA/Non-VA ratio. The amount of value-added time for a part in the

cell is not dependent upon the arrival and batch sizes for each part family, only the

amount of time it spends in processing. Lead time reductions must coincide with

the reduction in non-VA time for each part family. The arrival and batch sizes for

Group 9 are the controlling factors. The estimated average reduction in lead time

for Groups 5 and 9 are listed in Table 11.

Setting Reduction (days) 95% Interval Reduction (days) 95% Interval
(15,5) (20,20) 1.52 0.89 to 2.14 0.89 0.79 to 0.99
(15,1) (20,1) 1.84 1.21 to 2.47 1.31 1.21 to 1.41
(5,1) (10,1) 1.92 1.29 to 2.55 1.38 1.28 to 1.48

Group 5 Group 9
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Figure 19: Group 9 WIP Values for Various Batch Sizes in Subcell Layout

The reader should note that the scale for Figs. 18 and 19 are different. The

simulated reduction in Group 5 WIP is very small when compared to the WIP for

Group 9. The WIP results follow the same trend as the lead time results. The best

scenario is small batch arrival size and single flow processing. The batch and

move size for each part family decreases from left to right in Figs. 18 and 19.

The estimated reduction in WIP and cost savings for Groups 5 and 9 at the three

selected batch sizes are given in Table 12. 95% confidence intervals for the WIP

reduction are also provided.
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Figure 19 compares the simulated cell and cunent system WIP values for Group 9.
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Table 12: Groups 5 and 9 Estimated WIP and Cost Reductions in Subcell Layout

The largest cost reduction is a result of placing Group 9 in the manufacturing cell

and lowering average W]P. The majority of the total WIP reduction is due to

placing Group 9 in the manufacturing cell. Keeping the same arrival and move

sizes as the current system in the cell, Group 9 accounts for 68% of W]P reduction

(41.0 out of 60.1 parts).

The cost reduction values in Tables 3 and 4 were obtained from multipling the WIP

reduction by the iverage part cost for each part family. Cost reduction values can

be added to the cost reduction number obtained from the WIP reduction for part

families left in the system to obtain a total cost reduction. Over a simulated period

of five weeks, the total cost reduction for the "U-cell" layout varied between

$780.82 to $1208.73.

The savings associated with WIP reduction would not be enough to justify the

implementation of a manufacturing cell alone. From discussions with factory

personnel, additional areas where savings are anticipated were identified. These

areas were separated into two separate groups, real and intangible savings. Real

savings are those areas where reductions could be readily seen from cost analysis

for all part families affected from cell implementation. These areas included:

. WIP reduction - As seen from the simulation results.
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Batch Size WIP Reduction 95% Conf. Interval Cost Reduction
(15,5) (20,20) 0.41 0.08 to 0.72 $6.63
(15,1)(20,1) 0.82 0.49to1.16 $13.26
(5,1)(10,1) 0.93 0.59to1.26 $15.04

(15,5) (20,20) 41.0 36.1 to 45.8 $651.49

C

(15,1)(20,1) 63.2 58.4to68.0 $1,004.25
(5,1)(10,1) 67.4 62.6to72.2 $1,070.99
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Lead time reduction - As seen from the simulation results.

Individual part cost reduction - This is a side effect of the WIP and lead

time reductions. Part cost should decrease since the inventory cost

associated with each part will decrease.

Machine set-up time reduction - All parts processed in the manufacturing

cell have similar processing requirements.

Lower operation expenses - Reductions seen from increase in system

efficiency. The same number of parts are produced, but at a faster rate.

Worker overtime reduction - Lower WIP and lead time values would mean

less parts being processed behind schedule. Cell would also help to

decrease bottlenecks currently seen in the present system.

Intangible savings were those where an exact savings amount would be difficult to

calculate. The six fields where intangible savings were expected to occur are:

Response time reduction - Cell implementation would allow customer

orders to be processed faster upon order than the current system.

Higher part quality - Part quality should increase since a smaller number of

parts are processed at any given time. Parts processed in the cell would be

inspected and repaired at each station before moving to the next station.

After initial training, workers would become specialized in processing the

parts for a specified part family.

Parts built to order - Reductions would be seen in the number of parts in

queue at the final assembly stations since parts would be built as customer

orders are received.

Constant part family batch sizes - Easier to plan part processing schedules

with constant batch sizes. Once the number of parts in the final assembly

queue reaches a designated level, another batch of parts can be processed.



Increase system flexibility - Cell could be capable of partially processing

parts if demand for a set of parts increases. Workers can be moved in and

out of the cell depending on processing requirements at any give time.

Additional analysis of the cell simulation showed that a bottleneck occurs at the

queue for the second small cell. The bottleneck was noticed from watching the

animation as the simulation was run. This is because the average process times are

not completely balanced between each cell at four, six, and four minutes,

respectively. The estimated process time distributions used in the simulation will

always result in one subcell taking longer to process parts than the other two. This

may not be the case however if the system were to be implemented, due to the

assumptions made in writing the simulation code. The process times could vary

and it is doubtful that each part processed in the cell would need to be machined on

all eight machines.

The unbalanced process times in each subcell are also evident in the worker

utilization rates for each subcell. The worker in the second subcell had a utilization

rate of around 80%, while the workers in the other two subcells have utilization

rates close to 50%. This would be a problem if the three workers were assigned

only to the manufacturing cell. Further simulations could be run to determine if

there was a better option to allocate workers in the cell. One scenario would have

two subcells instead of three. Another possibility would be to have one worker

operate the first and third subcells with a second worker assigned to the second

subcell.
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4.4 SINGLE U-CELL LAYOUT RESULTS

Eight machines were arranged into a U-shaped manufacturing cell with one to three

workers assigned. Important variables studied were part family WIP, lead time,

system throughput, and the number of cell workers. The process time and routing

assumptions used for simulating the single U-cell layout were the same as used for

the subcell layout. This section will discuss and compare the simulation results for

a proposed manufacturing cell with one, two, and three workers assigned.
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4.4.1 Single U-Cell Layout with One Worker

Initially, one worker was simulated in the manufacturing cell and responsible for

processing all the parts. All parts enter the system as blocks of wood at the first

machine queue in the cell, a cutoff saw. There are no other queues in the system.

Once a part starts processing at the cutoff saw, it is processed on the remaining

seven machines in sequential order. The parts exit the system after being processed

on the final machine in the cell. The worker then removes the next part from the

queue and begins the process starting at the cutoff saw. The simulation time period

was 36 days with a warmup period of one day, leaving 35 simulated workdays for

data collection. Results for average WIP and lead time for Groups 5 and 9 in the

single U-cell, one worker setting are shown in Table 13.

Table 13: Simulation Results for Single U-CeiI, One Worker Layout

The one worker cell does not provide enough labor capacity to handle the number

of parts processed. The average WIP and lead time for both Groups 5 and 9

increase when placed into the one worker cell. The increase is greater in Group 9,

due to the larger number of parts processed in the cell from this part family. The

average number of Group 9 parts in the simulated current system was 73 parts with

a lead time of 1.5 days. Average WIP for Group 9 increases by 410 to 415 parts in

the cell, depending upon the part family batch size. Group 9 average lead time
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Batch Size WIP
Lead Time

(Work Days) WIP
Lead Time

(Work Days)
Throughput
(partslhr)

Labor
% Util.

(15,1) (20,1) 7.52 2.66 488.66 9.47 3.77 100%

(5,1) (20,1) 7.83 3.09 488.04 9.44 3.77 100%
(15,1) (10,1) 7.39 2.49 484.2 9.38 3.77 100%

(5,1) (10,1) 7.61 2.82 483.67 9.36 3.77 100%
Group 5 Group 9
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increases by 7.9 days. Average throughput for the system was 3.77 parts perhour

with a labor utilization rate of 100%.

The cell animation showed a large bottleneck form at the beginning of the cell. The

bottleneck continues to increase in length through time due to the shortage of labor

in the cell. This problem can be solved in multiple ways. The number of

operational hours each day for the cell could be increased. The throughput of the

cell would remain the same, but more parts would be finished each day due to

longer working hours. However, this option would cost more due to additional

labor hours. A second option is to place an additional worker in the manufacturing

cell. This could reduce the bottleneck and increase the average throughput for the

cell but would also increase costs due to additional labor hours.



4.4.2 Single U-Cell Layout with Two Workers

A second worker was placed in the single U-cell layout to solve the bottleneck

problem seen in the one worker scenario. A time delay was set at the beginning of

the simulation for the second worker to prevent a backlog from one worker

following another the entire time. It was assumed that each worker was capable of

processing all of the parts on the eight machines in the manufacturing cell. The

parts were selected to be processed based on the longest waiting part in the queue.

A summary of the average values for each variable under study for these

simulations is shown in Table 14.

Table 14: Simulation Results for Single U-Cell, Two Worker Layout

Reductions in average WIP and associated costs for Groups 5 and 9 when

compared to the current (real) system are shown in Table 15. The reduction in

W]P for Group 5 does not vary greatly due to the small number of parts processed.

Group 9 shows a larger range of WIP reduction over the various batch sizes than

Group 5. The arrival size for Group 9 is the controlling factor in WIP, as was seen

in the subcell layout simulations.
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Batch Size WIP
Lead Time

(Work Days) WIP
Lead Time

(Work Days)
Throughput

(partslhr)
Labor
%UtiI.

(15,1)(20,1) 0.36 0.283 11.59 0.218 6.83 89%,91%
(15,1) (10,1) 0.41 0.236 7.19 0.135 6.83 89%, 91%
(5,1)(20,1) 0.30 0.319 11.11 0.209 6.84 89%,91%
(5,1) (10,1) 0.28 0.217 6.78 0.127 6.84 89%, 91%

Group 5 Group 9
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Table 15: Groups 5 and 9 WIP and Cost Reductions in Single U-Cell, Two Worker
Layout

Estimated cost reductions from lowering the part family WIP for one month ranged

from $1108.53 to $1187.72. This was approximately the amount saved when using

the subcell layout, $780.82 to $1208.73. The larger range in the subcell cost

reduction is from simulations run with move sizes greater than one. This causes

parts to stay in the system longer, due to queuing requirements in between each

subcell. In the single U-cell, no queues exist between machines. The most

important savings between the two systems was the number of workers required to

run the cell, three versus two.

Batch Size WIP Reduction 95% Conf. Interval Cost Reduction

(15,1)(20,1) 0.73 0.4Otol.07 $11.80

(15,1) (10,1) 0.68 0.35 to 1.01 $11.00

(5,1)(20,1) 0.79 0.46to 1.12 $12.77

(5,1)(10,1) 0.81 0.48to1.15 $13.10

(15,1)(20,1) 61.4 56.6 to 66.3 $975.64

(15,1)(10,1) 65.8 61.Oto7O.6 $1,045.56

(5,1)(20,1) 61.9 57.1 to66.8 $983.59

(5,1)(10,1) 66.2 61.4to71.1 $1,051.92



4.4.3 Single U-Cell Layout, One vs. Two Worker Comparison

The lead time for Group 5 was reduced by 2.17 to 2.86 days in the two-worker cell

when compared to the one-worker cell, depending upon selected batch size. Group

5 WIP decreased approximately seven parts for each batch size simulated. For

Group 9, the lead time was reduced by 9.17 to 9.3 days in the two-worker cell.

Group 9 WTP was reduced in the range of 473 to 481 parts.

Simulating two workers versus one worker increased throughput from 3.77 parts to

6.84 parts per hour. Throughput for the two-worker cell is the maximum possible

based on simulated process times. The utilization rate for each worker is

approximately 90%. This allows for some flexibility in the cell, as each worker can

be used for other cell tasks. These tasks could include cell maintenance or to

provide help in other areas of the factory if needed. The comparison between the

one and two-worker cells showed that the two-worker cell is the better choice.
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4.4.4 Single U-Cell Layout with Three Workers

A simulation of three workers in the single U-cell layout was conducted. All other

simulation parameters and variables were the same as used in the previous two

simulations. Results for average WIP, lead time, throughput, and labor utilization

can be seen in Table 16.

Group S Group 9

Table 16: Simulation Results for Single U-Cell, Three Worker Layout

The lead time for Group 5 in the three-worker cell was reduced by 1.87 to 1.95

days when compared to the current system. The average lead time reduction from

the real system for Group 9 ranged from 1.40 to 1.46 days. The system throughput

for the three-worker cell was the same as the two-worker cell, 6.84 parts per hour.

Equal throughput values between the cell layouts means that the percent utilization

rate for the three-worker cell must be lower. Simulation results did show a

decrease in utilization rates from 89% and 91% in the two-worker cell to 71%,

58%, and 59% in the three-worker cell.

The average in WIP reduction, and the associated cost savings, for Groups 5 and 9

are shown in Table 17. The resulting estimated cost reduction range from lowering

the part family WIP for the simulation time period of five weeks is $1177.40 to

$1230.01. The cost savings were similar to those obtained from the other cell

layout simulations.
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Batch Size WIP
Lead Time

(Work Days) WIP
Lead Time

(Work Days)
Throughput

(partslhr) Labor %UtiJ.
(15,1) (20,1) 0.23 0.182 7.53 0.141 6.83 71%, 58%, 59%
(15,1) (10,1) 0.20 0.163 4.55 0.085 6.83 71%, 58%, 59%
(5,1) (20,1) 0.21 0.159 7.27 0.136 6.84 71%, 58%, 59%
(5,1) (10,1) 0.12 0.096 4.32 0.081 6.84 71%, 58%, 59%



Table 17: Groups 5 and 9 W]P and Cost Reductions in Single U-Cell, Three-
Worker Layout
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Batch Size WIP Reduction 95% Conf. Interval Cost Reduction
(15,1) (20,1) 0.86 0.53 to 1.20 $13.90

(5,1)(20,1) 0.89 0.56to 1.23 $14.39

(15,1) (10,1) 0.88 0.55 to 1.22 $14.23

(5,1)(10,1) 0.97 0.64to1.31 $15.68

(15,1)(20,1) 65.5 60.7 to 70.3 $1,040.80

(5,1)(20,1) 65.7 60.9to70.5 $1,043.97

(15,1) (10,1) 68.4 63.6 to 73.2 $1,086.76

(5,1)(10,1) 68.7 63.9to73.5 $1,091.63



4.4.5 Single U-Cell Layout, Two vs. Three Worker Comparison

The difference between having two and three workers in the cell is not large. There

is a slight increase in cost savings due to the smaller WIP and lead time values

obtained, but the throughput for the system is the same due to the rate at which

parts are entering into the cell.

Several observations can be made based on the simulation results. If product

demand was fairly constant throughout the year, assigning two workers to the cell

would be the best choice. Simulations show that each worker in the cell would be

highly utilized with time available for cell maintenance and other tasks. The cell

should usually have a constant demand since it will process primarily Group 9

parts. If product demand varied throughout the year, the number of workers could

change as required. For the cell, this would be applicable when Group 5 parts are

required to be processed. An extra worker could be placed in the cell for the short

period of time needed to lower the cell queue length. Once the bottleneck has been

reduced to a level where two workers are needed, the third worker can return to

other tasks in the shop.

The lead time for Group 5 is reduced in the three-worker cell for each scenario

simulated (Fig. 20). The additional worker allows for three parts to be processed

throughout the cell at any moment. Since the required process time is the same for

each cell, the reduction in lead time is caused from reducing the queue time for

each part. Smaller batch sizes do not greatly affect the Group 5 lead time unless

both part families are reduced in the three-worker cell. In Fig. 20, the far right

columns show the reduced batch size scenario for both part families.
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Group 5 Avemge Lead Time

Two-Worker Cell 0 Three-Worker Cell

Figure 20: Group 5 Lead Time Comparison Between Two and Three-Worker
Single U-Cell Layouts
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Figure 21: Group 9 Lead Time Comparison Between Two and Three-Worker
Single U-Cell Layouts
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Figure 22: Group 5 W1P Comparison Between Two and Three-Worker Single U-
Cell Layouts

Adding a third worker to the single U-cell layout, as seen in Fig. 22, reduces Group

5 WIP for all scenarios. The W1IP levels follow the same trend that was seen in the

lead time for Group 5. While the largest difference in W]P between scenarios was

approximately 0.1 parts, the greatest reduction was seen when both cell part

families' batch sizes were reduced.
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Figure 21 shows that the lead time for Group 9 will be less in the three-worker cell

than the two-worker cell for each scenario simulated. The Group 9 batch size is the

controlling factor. At each scenario with a Group 9 arrival size of 20 parts, the lead

time is approximately equal. A further reduction in lead time is obtained when a

smaller arrival size of 10 parts is used for Group 9.
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Figure 23: Group 9 WIP Comparison Between Two and Three-Worker Single U-
Cell Layouts

A reduction in Group 9 WIP of 3 or 4 parts can be obtained from placing a third

worker in the single U-cell layout, as shown in Fig. 23. As seen with Group 5 WIP,

the WIP levels for Group 9 follow the same trend seen with its lead time. Smaller

arrival sizes for Group 9 will cause the WIP levels to decrease.
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4.5 NO CELL - THIRD CNC ROUTER ADDED TO SYSTEM RESULTS

Simulations were conducted to study the effect of placing an additional computer

numerical controlled (CNC) router into the current system. The two routers

currently in the system are the main bottlenecks in the cabinet shop. By placing an

extra machine in the system, the current bottleneck should decrease along with lead

times and WIP for certain part families. The existing part routings were modified

so that each router would have approximately the same number of parts to process

over the simulation time period. The results given by the simulations may be

conservative, since the process time for the new router will probably be faster than

the two in the current system. The process time distribution obtained from time

studies of the current system was used for all three machines. Figure 24 shows the

average lead time for each part family in the current system versus the system with

an additional CNC machine.

Part Family Average Lead Time
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Figure 24: Part Family Lead Time for Current System vs. Three CNC System
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* - not statistically significant

Table 18: Estimated Lead Time Reduction with Third CNC Added to System
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The part families that showed a significant reduction in estimated average lead time

were those processed by one of the three CNC routers. Two part families, Groups

7 and 9, showed slight increases in their respective average lead times. This may

be caused by an increased throughput of parts at the CNC router. The addition of a

third router reduces bottlenecks and queue length, but causes bottlenecks in other

areas of the factory. These smaller bottleneck areas would be good candidates for

future simulation studies. The transfer of a bottleneck from machine to machine

should be expected when solving problems of this type. This is because the

solution only addresses fixing the bottleneck at the CNC routers, not all bottlenecks

in the real system.

The six part families that showed statisically significant reductions in their

respective lead times are listed in Table 18. The first four groups are panel

products with the majority of parts processed on one of the routers. Their lead time

reduction was expected. Groups 8 and 10 are comprised of rough lumber parts,

with only a small portion of parts machined at this station. The reduction in lead

time of these part families could be attributed to the reduction in queue length of

the CNC routers.

Avg. Reduction (days) 95% Conf. Interval
Group 1 0.27 0.16 to 0.39
Group2 0.32 0.l3toO.51
Group3 0.31 0.l9toO.44
Group 4 0.98 0.51 to 1.45
Group 5 0.53 * -0.24 to 1.30
Group 8 0.23 0.09 to 0.35

Group 10 0.28 0.01 to 0.55
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Figure 25: Part Family Average W1P for Current System vs. Three CNC System

Figure 25 does not include Group 11. The average WIP is approximately 280 parts

in each system, and Group 11 does not show any reduction for the different

simulated scenarios. The large Group 11 WIP value is caused by the large batch

sizes when parts are processed in a paint booth.
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The average lead time reduction for Group 5 is significant in the real system, even

though the difference is not statisically significant. The large confidence interval

for Group 5 is due to the small number of parts processed from this part family.

The small number of lead time readings may not be enough to counteract the large

standard deviation in lead time for this part family. This would cause a large

standard error to be used when calculating the 95% confidence interval for the lead

time of Group 5.

Part Family Average WIP
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The trends in WIP reduction, for groups other than Group 11, closely follow those

seen for the lead times. The largest decrease in W]P was seen in the panel product

groups, Groups 1 through 4. One of the rough lumber part families, Group 8, also

showed a significant WIP reduction. This is because 56% of the parts in Group 8

require processing on a CNC router, a percentage not seen in any other rough

lumber group. The other rough lumber groups showed slight increases in average

WIP values. A possible explanation is that longer lead times cause larger queues

for machines that process these parts.

The average reduction in total WIP with the third router added was 64.0 parts (95%

CI - 33.9 to 94.0 parts). This reduction was less than that found for all simulated

manufacturing cell layouts. Table 19 lists average WIP reduction and 95%

confidence intervals for the three CNC router simulation.

Table 19: Average WIP Reduction for Part Families with Three CNC System

Using the average cost of parts in each part family, the estimated savings by

reducing WIP was:

Group 1: $273.08

Group 2: $142.21

Group 3: $425.02

Group 4: $291.45

Group 8: $615.31

One-Time Cost Savings from WIP Reduction: $1747.07

Ayg. WIP Reduction 95% Conf. Interval
Group 1 27.5 16.7 to 38.3
Group2 8.8 3.2to 14.4
Group 3 7.2 4.3 to 10.2
Group 4 8.7 4.5 to 12.9
Group 8 4.8 2.0 to 7.5



5. CONCLUSIONS

Discrete event simulation models were created for the current traditional

manufacturing system and three proposed modifications to the current

system. Two independent manufacturing cell layouts (subcell and single U-

cell) and the addition of a third CNC router to the current system were

analyzed. All simulation results were validated and verified.

Two simulator packages, QUEST and ProModel, were used for analysis of

all manufacturing systems. The three-dimensional layout of QUEST allows

for easy viewing of the dynamic changes occurring in each simulation.

ProModel provides the user with simpler simulation coding techniques,

primarily in the grouping and ungrouping of part batches.

The simulation models showed that Groups 5 and 9 were the best candidate

part families to be placed into a manufacturing cell. Group 11 parts are

processed in the paint booth only. Groups 1 and 2 would require the

purchase of a CNC router for the cell, which was not cost effective.

The removal of the two part families into the manufacturing cell caused a

reduction in WIP and lead time for groups left in the system that were

processed on similar machines, Groups 6, 7, and 8. The estimated cost

savings from the WIP reduction for these part families was $120. This

value was obtained by multipling the average WIP reduction by the average

cost per part for each part family.

The placement of Groups 5 and 9 into the manufacturing cell reduced the

estimated WIP and lead time, while increasing the VA/Non-VA ratio for

each part family for the same arrival and move sizes used in the current
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system. Further reductions in these values were seen by reducing the arrival

and move sizes for Group 9 in the cell.

The subcell layout has eight machines separated into three independent

stations that form the manufacturing cell. One worker is assigned to each

station and is responsible for processing all of the parts that flow through

that area. The range of cost savings from this layout was $780 to $1210.

The large cell layout has the same eight machines as the subcell layout. The

machines are arranged to form a "U". Simulation studies with one to three

workers were compared to one another. Two workers in the cell resulted in

the best performance. One cell worker did not give enough processing

capacity to the cell. Adding a third worker to the cell reduced WIP and lead

time, but did not raise the overall throughput. The range of cost savings for

this system was $1110 to $1190.

The addition of a third CNC router to the current system reduced the WIP

and lead time for those part families currently processed on the two

machines. The cost reduction from this change was about $1750.

The savings associated with WIP reduction were not enough to justify cell

creation. Other areas of savings, real and intangible, were identified. Real

savings included lead time and part cost reduction. Higher part quality and

more system flexibility are two intangible savings to be expected.

The best performance for the proposed changes to the current system was

the two-worker single U-cell layout. This system requires one less worker

than the other two cell layouts analyzed and will cost less to implement than

the addition of a third CNC router.
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Table 1: Part Family #1 - Machine Processing Requirements

It should be noted that the dark boxes seen in Table 1 are to indicate that the part

can be processed on either machine highlighted to create the final part features.

PART FAMILY #1
a

'0

a a
)0 J

a a a a
bi l.a

a a
1.) Li3

a a
1.3 1.3
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1.) 1.3
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1.3 1.)
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NJ N)
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N) NJ
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N) N)
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N) N)
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N) NO

a a
.- '0
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01 .
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a 000

a a b
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Jointer

Planer

LincRip

Yde Beit Sander

Shaper

Router
>>< Wor*Bench

TaMe Router

Mouldër(Stidcei)
> x D,1l Press

Ho,zonialD,ill

Band Sow
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Table Saw

Glue Press

Glue Wheel'< ><XX>4> X> >. Shodal

.4xx 4XX><>< Shoda2

Edge .Swider

Ho,.zonjal Sander

Steoke Sander

End Sander

Hand Sand

Pm Router

Edge Bander

T-NuE Press

Doweling Area

Athor Press

Pull Mateñai

Foiling Area

Paint Booth
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X
 X

X
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X
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 X
X
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X

X
 X

X
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X
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X
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X
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 X
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 X
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X
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Table 4: Part Family #4 - Machine Processing Requirements
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Table 5: Part Family #5 - Machine Processing Requirements
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Table 7: Part Family #7 - Machine Processing Requirements
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Table 10: Part Family #10 -. Machine Processing Requirements
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PART FAMILY #10
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Table 11: Part Family #11 - Machine Processing Requirements
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PART FAMELY #11
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Drill Press
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Edge Sander
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Hand Sand
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Parts start entering system 132 hrs (475,200 see) after simulation start
87 batches of 30 parts into system every 2.53 hrs (9103 see)

Table 12: Part Family #1 Part Routings

97

Location Destination Qiy Probability

ENTER Panel Saw 2610 1.00

Panel Saw EXIT 210 0.0804

Drill Press 90 0.0344

Shoda 1 930 0.3563

Shoda2 1380 0.5289

Drill Press EXIT 90 1.00

Shoda 1 EXIT 870 0.9355

Paint Booth 60 0.0645

Shoda2 EXIT 1320 0.9565

Paint Booth 60 0.0435

Paint Booth EXIT 120 1.00

Group 1 Stats

Total # of parts 2610

Part Routings



Parts start entering system 22 hrs (79,200 sec) after simulation start
45 batches of 20 parts into system every 7.82 hrs (28,160 sec)

Table 13: Part Family #2 Part Routings

98

Location Destination Qiy Probability

ENTRY Panel Saw 900 1.00

Panel Saw Shoda 1 320 0.3556
Shoda2 560 0.6222

Workbench 20 0.0222

Shoda 1 Paint Booth 290 0.90625

Arbor Press 20 0.0625

Pin Router 10 0.03125

Shoda 2 Paint Booth 530 0.9464
Pin Router 10 0.0179

Arbor Press 20 0.0357
Paint Booth EXIT 740 0.9024

Stroke Sander 80 0.0926

Workbench Drill Press 10 0.50
EXIT 5 0.25

Paint Booth 5 0.25

Drill Press Arbor Press 10 1.00

Pin Router Arbor Press 20 1.00

Stroke Sander EXiT 80 1.00

Arbor Press EXIT 70 1.00

Group 2 Stats

Total # of parts 900

Part Routins



Group 3 Stats

Total#ofparts 915

Part Routines

Parts start entering system 0 hrs after simulation start
61 batches of 15 parts into system every 6.13 hrs (22,072 see)

Table 14: Part Family #3 Part Routings

99

Location Destination Qiy Probability

ENTRY Panel Saw 915 1.00

PanelSaw Shodal 150 0.163

Shoda2 495 0.538

Edge Bander 270 0.299

Shoda 1 Stroke Sander 255 1.00

Shoda 2 Stroke Sander 510 0.8095

Workbench 120 0. 1905

EdgeBander Shodal 105 0.3889

Shoda2 135 0.5

Workbench 30 0.1111
Workbench EXIT 45 0.3

Edge Sander 30 0.2

Stroke Sander 75 0.5

Edge Sander Stroke Sander 30 1.00

Stroke Sander EXIT 870 1.00



Table 15: Part Family #4 Part Routings

100

Location Destination Qty Probability

ENTRY Panel Saw 280 0.875

Table Saw 20 0.0625

Glue Press 20 0.0625
Panel Saw Glue Wheel 110 0.3928

Foiling Area 60 0.2143

Shoda 1 50 0.1786
Shoda2 50 0.1786

Workbench 10 0.0357

Table Saw Drill Press 15 0.2500

Shoda 1 45 0.7200

Drill Press EXIT 15 1.00

Glue Press Jointer 20 1.00

Jointer EXIT 20 1.00

Glue Wheel Shoda 1 40 0.2 105

Shoda2 30 0.1579
Table Router 80 0.4211

Table Saw 40 0.2105

Shodal EdgeBander 120 0.5714
EXIT 45 0.2143

Workbench 45 0.2143

Shoda 2 Edge Bander 70 0.4667

EXIT 40 0.2667

Workbench 40 0.2666
Edge Bander Edge Sander 110 0.5789

Glue Wheel 80 0.4211

Edge Sander Stroke Sander 180 1.00

Group 4 Stats

Total # of parts 320

Part Routings



Parts start entering system 0 hrs after simulation start
16 batches of 20 parts into system every 23.38 hrs (84,150 sec)

Table #15 (cont.) : Part Family #4 Part Routings

101

Location Destination Qey Probability
Stroke Sander Table Router 60 0.3333

EXIT 80 0.4444

Workbench 40 0.2223
Table Router Workbench 60 0.4286

Shoda 1 40 0.2857

Shoda2 40 0.2857
Workbench EXIT 100 0.5263

Edge Bander 80 0.4211

Rough Cut 10 0.0526
Foiling Area Shoda 1 30 0.50

Shoda2 30 0.50

Rough Cut Wide Belt Sand 10 1.00

Wide Belt Sand EXIT 10 1.00



First sets of parts enter system 22 hrs (79,200 sec) after simulation start
Two batches of 15 parts into system every 8 hrs (28,800 sec)

Second arrival time 275 hrs (990,000 sec) after simulation start
One batch of 15 parts into system

Table 16: Part Family #5 Part Routings

102

Location Destination Qty Probability
ENTER Rough Cut 45 1.00

Rough Cut Line Rip 45 1.00

Line Rip Wide Belt Sand 45 1.00
Wide Belt Sand Table Saw 30 0.6667

Shodal 5 0.1111
Shoda2 5 0.1111

Radial Saw 5 0.1111
Table Saw Shoda 1 15 0.2500

Shoda 2 20 0.3333
Edge Sander 25 0.4167

Shoda 1 Edge Sander 10 0.40
Table Saw 15 0.60

Shoda 2 Edge Sander 15 0.60

Table Saw 10 0.40

Edge Sander Stroke Sander 50 1.00
Stroke Sander Table Router 35 0.7778

EXIT 10 0.2222
Table Router EXIT 20 0.5714

Workbench 15 0.4286
Workbench EXiT 15 1.00

Radial Saw Shodal 5 1.00

Group 5 Stats

Total # of Parts 45

Part Routines



Parts start entering system 1 lhrs (39,600 sec) after simulation start
44 batches of 50 parts into system every 7.75 hrs (27,900 sec)

Table 17: Part Family #6 Part Routings

103

Location Destination Qty Probability

ENTRY Wide Belt Sand 200 0.0909
Table Saw 850 0.3864

Planer 100 0.0454
Pull Mat. (Shoda 1) 200 0.0909

Pull Mat. (Shoda 2) 850 0.3 864

Table Saw EXJT 950 0.6786
Drill Press 100 0.0714
Radial Saw 200 0.1429

Workbench 150 0.1071

Planer Radial Saw 100 1.00

Drill Press EXif 200 1.00

Radial Saw Drill Press 100 0.10

EXIT 900 0.90

Pull Mat. (Shoda 2) Radial Saw 500 0.5882

WideBeitSand 350 0.4118

Pull Mat. (Shoda 1) Table Saw 200 1.00

Wide Belt Sand Radial Saw 200 0.3636

Table Saw 350 0.4118

Workbench EXIT 150 1.00

Group 6 Stats

Total # of parts 2200

Part Routins



Table 18: Part Family #7 Part Routings

104

Location Goes to... Qty Probability
ENTRY Rough Cut

Planer
960
40

0.8889

0.0370

Line Rip 80 0.0741
Rough Cut Planer 160 0.1667

Jointer 280 0.2917
Line Ri. 520 0.5416

Planer Line Rip 360 0.75

Radial Saw 120 0.25

Drill Press EXIT 160 1.00

Jointer Planer 280 1.00

Wide Belt Sand EXIT 220 0.26 19

Moulder 20 0.0238
Table Router 120 0. 1429

Table Saw 460 0.5476

Radial Saw 20 0.0238
Line Rip Wide Belt Sand 840 0.875

Radial Saw 120 0.125
Moulder Workbench 30 1.00

Workbench EXIT 130 1.00
Radial Saw EXIT 130 0.5

Horz. Drill 120 0.4615
Moulder 10 0.03 85

Table Router EXIT 120 1.00
Horz. Drill EXIT 20 0.1667

Workbench 100 0.8333

Group 7 Stats

Total # of Parts 1080

Part Routings



First arrival time starts 0 hrs after simulation start

16 batches of 40 parts into system every 4.81 hrs (17,325 sec)

Second arrival time starts 198 hrs (712,800 sec) alter simulation start
Three batches of 40 parts into system every 2.5 hrs (9,000 sec)

Third arrival time starts 363 hrs (1,306,800 sec) after simulation start
Eight batches of 40 parts into system every 4.13 hrs (14,850 sec)

Table 18 (cont.): Part Family #7 Part Routings
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Location Goes to... Qty Probability

Table Saw EXIT 60 0.1304

Paint Booth 240 0.52 17

Drill Press 160 0.3478

Paint Booth EXTT 240 1.00



Group 8 Stats

Total # of Parts 855

Part Routinas

Table 19: Part Family #8 Part Routings
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Location Destination Qty Probability
ENTRY Rough Cut 105 0.1228

Panel Saw 90 0.1053
Glue Press 15 0.0175

Shoda 1 345 0.4035
Shoda2 135 0.1579

Table Saw 165 0.1930
Rough Cut Jointer 90 0.857 1

Wide Belt Sand 15 0. 1429
Planer Line Rip 90 0.857 1

Wide Belt Sand 15 0.1429
Jointer Planer 90 0.8571

Shoda 1 15 0.1429
Line Rip Radial Saw 75 0.8333

Glue Wheel 15 0.1667
Radial Saw Shoda 1 45 0.60

Shoda 2 30 0.40
Shoda 1 EXIT 105 0.1694

Edge Sander 290 0.4677
Wide Belt Sand 15 0.0245
Table Router 165 0.266 1

Edge Bander 30 0.0484
Stroke Sander 15 0.0244

Shoda2 EXIT 105 0.70
Edge Sander 15 0.10

WideBeitSand 15 0.10

Stroke Sander 15 0.10



Parts start entering system 0 hrs after simulation start
57 batches of 15 parts into system every 6.18 hrs (22,232 sec)

Table 19 (cont.): Part Family #8 Part Routings
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Location Destination Qty Probability
Panel Saw Stroke Sander 90 1.00

Edge Bander Stroke Sander 30 1.00

Stroke Sander EXIT 585 0.8478

Shoda 1 45 0.0652
Shoda2 30 0.0435

Workbench 30 0.0435

Glue Press Jointer 15 1.00

Glue Wheel Planer 15 1.00

Edge Sander EXI1T 15 0.04
Stroke Sander 30 0.08

Table Router 330 0.88

Table Saw Shoda 1 165 1.00

Table Router Stroke Sander 330 0.6667

Workbench 165 0.3333

Wide Belt Sand Stroke Sander 30 0.67

Shoda 1 15 0.3333
Workbench Stroke Sander 165 0.8462

EXIT 30 0.1538



Group 9 Stats

Total # of Parts 1900

Part Routinas

Table 20: Part Family #9 Part Routings
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Location Destination Qty Probability

ENTRY Line Rip 300 0.1579
Jointer 20 0.0105

Rough Cut 1020 0.5368
Table Saw 200 0.1053

Radial Saw 360 0.1895
Line Rip Planer 60 0.0455

Wide Belt Sand 100 0.8333

Edge Sander 80 0.0606

Radial Saw 80 0.0606

Planer Wide Belt Sand 80 0.18 18

Line Rip 360 0.8182
Wide Belt Sand Workbench 60 0.0366

Table Saw 1280 0.7805
Edge Sander 240 0.1483

Moulder 60 0.0366
Table Saw Edge Sander 680 0.3542

Radial Saw 160 0.0833
EXIT 160 0.0833

Workbench 180 0.0938
Drill Press 180 0.0938

Horz. Drill 240 0.125

Stroke Sander 280 0.1458

Glue Press 20 0.0104

Edge Bander 20 0.0104



Table 20 (cont.): Part Family #9 Part Routings
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Location Destination Qty Probability

Edge Sander EXIT 300 0.1705

Table Router 600 0.3409

Table Saw 80 0.0455

Pin Router 640 0.3636
Stroke Sander 120 0.0682

Band Saw 20 0.0114

Jointer Planer 380 1.00

Moulder Table Saw 60 1.00

Glue Press Table Saw 20 1.00

Edge Bander Table Saw 20 1.00

Band Saw EXIT 20 0.50

Drill Press 20 0.50

Table Router EXIT 240 0.3 158

Table Saw 20 0.0263

Arbor Press 100 0.1316
Workbench 160 0.2105

Shaper 340 0.3158

Drill Press EXIT 20 0.025

Table Saw 80 0.100

Workbench 80 0.100

Shaper 80 0.100

Edge Sander 460 0.575

Pin Router 60 0.075

Stroke Sander 20 0.025

Rough Cut Jointer 360 0.3462

Line Rip 680 0.6538

Horz. Drill Stroke Sander 240 1.00

Shaper Edge Sander 160 0.40

Drill Press 240 0.60



Parts start entering system 0 hrs after simulation start
95 batches of 20 parts into system every 4.17 hrs (15,006 sec)

Table 20 (cont.): Part Family #9 Part Routings
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Location Destination Qty Probability
Stroke Sander Band Saw 20 0.0233

EXIT 520 0.6047

Table Router 180 0.2093
Workbench 80 0.0930

Wide Belt Sand 60 0.0697

Workbench Stroke Sander 180 0.1836
Edge Sander 80 0.0816

Table Saw 160 0.1633

EXiT 400 0.4082

Arbor Press 160 0.1633
Radial Saw Wide Belt Sand 380 0.6786

Drill Press 160 0.2857

Table Saw 20 0.0357

Arbor Press EXIT 240 1.00

Pin Router Drill Press 240 0.3429
Workbench 400 0.57 14

Edge Sander 60 0.0857



First arrival time occurs 11 hrs (39,600 sec) after simulation start
One batch of 30 parts into system

Second arrival time occurs 44 hrs (158,400 sec) after simulation start
One batch of 10 parts into system

Third arrival time occurs 110 hrs (396,000 sec) after simulation start
One batch of 30 parts into system

Fourth arrival time occurs 275 hrs (990,000 sec) after simulation start
One batch of 120 parts into system

Fifth arrival time occurs 304.5 hrs (1,096,200 sec) after simulation start
Three batches of 10 parts into system every 1 hr (3,600 sec)

Table 21: Part Family #10 Part Routings
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Location Destination Qty Probability
ENTRY Wide Belt Sand 20 0.0909

Workbench 80 0.3636
Radial Saw 40 0.1819
Stroke Sand 80 0.3636

Wide Belt Sand Table Saw 20 1.00

Stroke Sander Radial Saw 80 1.00
Drill Press Paint Booth 20 0.20

EXIT 80 0.80
Table Saw Drill Press 20 1.00

Paint Booth EXIT 20 1.00

Workbench Drill Press 80 1.00

Radial Saw Table Router 40 0.3333

EXIT 80 0.6667
Table Router EXIT 40 1.00

Group 10 Stats

Total # of Parts 220

Part Routings



Group 11 Stats

All parts enter and exit system through the paint booth.

First arrival time occurs 66 hrs (237,600 sec) after simulation start
Two batches of 250 parts into system every 4 hrs (14,400 sec)

Second arrival time occurs 176 hrs (633,600 sec) after simulation start
Two batches of 250 parts into system every 11 hrs (39,600 sec)

Third arrival time occurs 253 hrs (910,800 sec) after simulation start
Two batches of 350 parts into system every 4 hrs (14,400 sec)

Fourth arrival time occurs 275 hrs (990,000 sec) after simulation start
One batch of 100 parts into system

Fifth arrival time occurs 341 hrs (1,227,600 sec) after simulation start
Two batches of 475 parts into system every 11 hrs (39,600 sec)

112



Downtimes

Notes: Two process times for Panel Saw used 50% each
All time distributions are given in seconds
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T(600, 1200, 1500),
every 25 parts

N(5400,600),
every 604,800

constant = 1800,
every 198,000

constant = 900,
every 39,600

T(600,900, 1200),
every 25 parts

Machine Name Quantity Process Time Set-Up Time

Rough Cut Saw 1 W(1.79, 36)

Jointer 1 T(30, 34, 42.8)

Planer 1 T(30, 40, 55)

Rip Saw 1 U(12, 17.5)

Wide Belt Sander 1 T(120, 180, 240)

Profile Shaper 2 T(120, 160, 180)

Floor Router 1 W(1.75,50)
Table Router 3 T(25, 35, 50)

Moulder 1 T(240, 360, 600)

Drill Press 1 T(15,25,30)
Horizontal Drill 2 T(120, 210, 360)

Band Saw 1 T(25, 40, 60)

Panel Saw 1 T(9.5,10.2,11) T(15,20,25)

T(17.5, 18.2, 19)

Radial Arm Saw 1 T(25, 35, 50)

Table Saw 1 T(20, 30, 45)

Glue Press 1 constant = 10,800 T(300, 420, 600)

Glue Wheel 1 constant = 10,800 T(300, 420, 600)

CNC Router 2 T(86, 240, 480)

Edge Sander 1 W(1.91, 46)

Stroke Sander 2 U(270, 415)

Edge Bander 1 N(210, 45) T(75, 90, 120)

Arbor Press 1 T(15, 25, 40)

Foiling Area 1 T(720, 900, 1500)
Paint Booth 1 constant = 2,700 T(180, 240, 270)
Workbench 1 T(120, 180, 240)


